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Nisson Wolpin 

''From Bondage to Freedom'' 

Yoseif Mendelevich 
Pho/o by Rober/ Cumin> 

The name Yoseif Nechemia hen Chaya-losif Men
delevich-has been on lips of Jews off and on, for over 
ten years, beginning with the December 1970 Lenin
grad trial in which losif and eleven others were accused 
of attempting to hijack a plane to Sweden, from where 
they could proceed on to Israel. We read about his heroic 
declaration in the courtroom, when he shouted out 
Shema Yisrael . .. for all the world to hear. 
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And then we heard little more, until January 1976, 
when Shimon Grilius visited America in an attempt at 
winning freedom for Yoseif. Shimon was a former cell
mate of Yoseif-incarcerated for applying for a visa to 
Israel when he should have known better. In an inter
view with The Jewish Observer Oan., 76), he told how 
Yoseif had inspired him with his incredible devotion to 
Torah and mifzvos-even in the harsh prisons of the 
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Soviet Union ... how Yoseif virtually risked his life not 
to work on Shabbos . .. how he refused to eat non-kosher 
food, avoiding chometz on Pesach to the point of subsist
ing on 800-900 calories per day; even insisting on keep
ing his head perennially covered! ... and how he learned 
from Yoseif: "He taught me to read Hebrew, to daven, to 
keep kosher ... Shabbos ... we studied lyuv (Job) to
gether-everything I know." 

Then in March, 1978, Yoseif's sister Mrs. Rivka Drori 
visited the States to lobby on his behalf. She also visited 
The Jewish Observer officer and poured out her story, 
filling in intimate details of Yoseif's youthful dedication 
to Tor ah as inculcated by their parents. How their late 
father had copied page after page of the tefillos in his 
letters to Yoseif to use for davening in prison ... how a 
rabbi in Israel adopted Yoseif as a pen-pal, and regularly 
wrote him letters with discussions on the week's Sedra 
... how she feared for his physical health and emotional 
well-being. (See JO, April 78: "Sh/ichat Milzvah. ") 

In May, 1979, the Soviet government dramatically 
released five dissidents, including the last Jewish mem
bers of the Leningrad Twelve-except Iosif Mendele
vich. Rivka Drori returned to these shores to plead her 
brother's case. In a confidential interview (until now not 
published for reasons that should be obvious), Mrs. 
Drori related in detail how her brother had kept the 
previous Pesach (5739), as told to her by losif's former 
prison-mate, Hillel Butman, who had been among the 
five that were released. Notes from this conversation 
follow. We did, however, publish a call to the public to 
remember the forgotten member of the Twelve (JO, 
April, 79), reminding readers that "he was then [in '78] 
and still is [in '79] in solitary confinement-then in the 
notorious Vladimir Prison, now in equally severe Chis
topol. As the reader may remember, this additional 
hardship was imposed on Josif for refusing to eat non
kosher foods and insisting on completing his seven-day 
work quota in but six days to avoid working on Shabbos. 
This was considered a violation of the labor camp regu
lations." Since then-thanks to public efforts on the 
part of various communal organizations as well as the 
private intervention with hundreds of US Congress
men, Senators and State Department Officials by Agu
dath Israel of America, among other groups, as well as 
calls to prayer for the health of "Yoseif Nechemia ben 
Chaya"-Mendelevich's plight has been a top concern of 
Jews the world over. 

A dramatic, searching, and inspiring letter written in 
Hebrew by Yoseif to his Israeli correspondent reached 
us in November, 1980. We refrained from publishing it 
then, in the belief that not all that is known must be 
publicized. Now that circumstances have changed, we 
are publishing an English translation of the letter (pre
pared by Rabbi Nasson Scherman, editor of the Art 
Scroll-Mesorah Series) in the next pages. 

During the weeks that followed, reports trickled out 
that Yoseif was wasting away ... and then the alarming 
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news that his whereabouts were unknown . ... 
Which heart did not skip a beat when on February 18, 

1981, the news services reported that losif Mendelevich 
was released and was aboard a plane enroute to Israel 
via Vienna! Who did not rejoice to hear how, when he 
set foot on holy soil in Lad Airport, he was greeted by a 
large crowd, whom he told: "I am overhwelmed with joy 
to be in this 'kibbutz golius' (ingathering of the exiles), 
where I have come to build Eretz Yisroe/ through fulfilling 
the mi/zvos of the Torah. I hope to be able to continue to 
be' mekadesh Hashem'." 

As his car approached Jerusalem he begged the driver 
to stop when he entered the city, so"] might proceed by 
foot to the Kosel Maaravi." 

Further details of his press conference reached us, 
such as his words to hundreds of local and foreign 
newsmen. Before he entered the packed hall, he insisted 
that the television directors promise not to run his 
interview on Shabbos . ... When asked what he hopes to 
see in Israel, Mendelevich replied: "Mam/eches Kohanim 
ve'Goy Kadosh (a Kingdom of Priests and a Holy Nation)" 
... In the middle of the press conference, Mendelevich 
took everyone by surprise when he said: "I notice that 
the sun is setting and I didn't daven Mincha. Let's have a 
recess until after Mincha!" 

• • • 
The Iosif Mendelevich story is not finished. He has a 

life ahead of him, and we pray that he soon finds the 
opportunity to build a family of his own in the Holy 
Land ... that he have the opportunity to continue his 
spiritual growth, fulfilling all the lofty yearnings from 
his lonely years of suffering and deprivation ... and that 
the rest of us, who are so fortunate to live in lands of 
unlimited opportunity and freedom from oppressive 
restrictions, draw inspiration from Yoseif Nechemia's 
unstinting heroism and growth in emuna in the darkest 
of circumstances. 

As Josif Mendelevich yearned to be released from 
spiritual bondage to freedom, so must we. 
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Yoseif Mendelevich 

Notes From a Conversation • • • 
Notes from a Conversation with Rivka Drori on May 24, 1979, regarding 

losif Mendelevich 's heroic conduct in Chistopol Prison: 

Shabbos in Chistopol 

losif is anxious to honor the Shabbos in every way 
possible. The prison wardens have already accepted the 
inevitability of losif working overtime on his basket
weaving assignment during the weekday nights so that 
his weekly quota is filled and he is free for his Shabbos 
rest. Iosif removes his striped prison tunic each Friday 
night: At first he was left only with his white undershirt. 
... He did not have any other special Shabbos garment. 
Then one of his fellow prisoners saw his predicament 
and gave him a shawl, which he reserved for Shabbos. 
Iosif had gone to prison nine years ago with a set of arba 
kanfos (the four-cornered garment on which lzilzis
ritual fringes-are fixed). This eventually wore out, 
but he salvaged the lzilzis-the strings. He tied these on 
to the four corners of this shawl and wears this "fa/lis'" 
when he davens on Shabbos 

Erev Pesach 

losif saved a few stray pieces of string, hoarded bits 
of oils, greases and wax, and fashioned these into a 
candle. When he lit the candle the night before Pesach, 
he was asked by another prisoner, "What are you 
doing?" 

"Looking for breadcrumbs." 
"That's ridiculous, "laughed the other fellow. "Who 

drops crumbs around here? And if someone ever did, 
the mice would have eaten it." 

"Nonetheless,'' Iosif replied, "I am searching. This is a 
religious ritual." 

He also had kept an onion bulb in water so it should 
grow sufficiently, to use the greens for karpas at his Seder. 
... He reported to the infirmary complaining of back
aches, to be given mustard-ostensibly for a plaster. 
Instead, he used the mustard formarror-the bitter herbs for 
the Seder .... Earlier in the year, when raisins were com
mon in the prison diet, Iosif pocketed his share and 
stored them in a mud-smeared old jelly jar that he kept 
in his cell. He added water in hope that a fermented 
raisin wine would result. When questioned by a prison 
guard regarding the muddy jar in his cell, he replied that 
it was something left over that he intended to discard
but he never did. He celebrated his Pesach with wine, 
Karpas and marror. 
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The Night of Liberation 

Before entering prison, losif had written out the 
entire Haggada in a notebook. He recently memorized it 
so he could then pass it on to Anatol Shcharansky. First, 
he painstakingly wrote out a literal translation of the 
Haggada into Russian for the use of his fellow-prisoner, 
Hillel Butman .... When the guard caught him with a 
handwritten Hebrew text, and questioned him about it, 
he replied coolly, "This is Arabic. I am studying the 
language." 

He subsisted on a starvation diet of only 300 grams of 
food prepared without any grain derivatives. Butman 
offered him a potato from his own servings, but Iosif 
refused, not wishing to have someone else hunger 
because of his own needs .... According to reliable 
reports, Iosif has lost 20 kilo (about 48 pounds) since 
entering prison. 

Preparing for Prison 

Iosif is known to his fe1low prisoners as a relentless 
masmid, studying Hebrew from any source available. 
When his father was still alive, he used to include differ
ent parts of lefilla in each letter. Now, as a result, Iosif 
has a complete siddur. 

A correspondent from Israel has been sending Iosif 
thoughts on the Sedra each week for the past five years. 
Not all of the letters have reached him, but over the 
years Iosif has accumulated some 100 installments. 

Iosif must have some access to a Nach in one form or 
another because his every letter is full of references to a 
different psukim, and he often poses questions on topics 
in Nach. 

(Mrs. Drori then went on, speculating in detail on 
why Isoif was still detained and when he would be 
released .... While the first question continues to puzzle 
us, the second has been answered to our deep pleasure 
and satisfaction.) 

The Man on the Ramp 

At the time of the alleged Leningrad hijacking, Iosif's 
other sister and her husband, Leib Knokh, were also 
arrested. They were not aware that she was expecting a 
baby. Once the authorities realized this, they trans-
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ferred her to a hospital for social deviants and prosti
tutes, where she gave birth to her child. Severe compli
cations, i.e. RH Factor and infections set in. But mother 
and child survived and were soon permitted to leave the 
country. 

Now finally!-Leib Knokh was being released from 
prison. This was an event of national importance in 
Israel, and the prime minister, Menachem Begin, was 
waiting at the airport with the Knokhs and the Droris, 
among others. The plane landed, the ramp wheeled to 
the door and several men stepped out. Begin asked the 
8-year old Knokh boy if he sees his father. 

"I don't know," he said. "I never saw him before." 

"But didn't you ever see his picture?" 
"Yes," he replied, "but he was young in the picture 

and I only see old men coming down the ramp." 
"He's the one with the mustache," said the Prime 

Minister. "Run over to greet him." 
The child hesitated, then grabbed his cousin with one 

hand, his aunt with the other and ventured to his father. 
... They are now beginning a new life as a family in 
Israel. 

Rivka Drori brushed away a tear of happiness, but another took 
its place. "When will it be Yoseif coming down the ramp?" she asked. 

May 24, 1979 

Yoseif Mendeleuich 

A Letter From Prison 
Parshas Vo'eschanan 
B Av5740 

"May your days be lengthened on the land that G-d gave 
us"-{Oevarim 11 :21} 

My dear Rabbi Meir, 
This is my first attempt after a long hiatus to write 

a letter in Hebrew .... I became so frustrated from 
the tremendous pressures of studying all these years 
without any possibility of utilizing my knowledge in 
the near future, that study has become a burden to 
me .... 

You can imagine how I simply cannot contain my 
sense of exhilaration, now that I've ended my three 
years of stifling confinement! I was absolutely 
stunned by the abundance of light and fresh air that 
poured upon me from the heavens! What a pleasure 
to breathe pure air, to bless each morning the first 
rays of the rising sun, to marvel at the majestic world 
that G-d has created! All these feelings arouse my 
dreams for the Land and for that sublime reunion. 

Forgive the many errors, the poor expression, and 
the paucity of the contents of this letter. A lack of 
study results in a lack of knowledge. I am almost like a 
vegetable, with only hopes and dreams filling my 
mind. Perhaps deep within the innermost recesses of 
my soul my thinking is progressing, even ii only sub
consciously. In the past, I devoted much time to study 
of languages and to reading, but lately this is so far 
from my primary interest-the study of Torah! How 
mundane all secular studies have become by 
comparison! 
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... There is no hiding the fact that time takes its toll. 
I have not grown appreciably in any moral dimension. 
Granted that man is not subject to easy change; non
etheless, several of my traits from the past have now 
become sharper and more salient, and have emerged 
from potential to actual. It is my plan and my prayer 
to develop as a complete person someday .... Please 
forgive the vagueness of my words; the long interrup
tion in my correspondence is at fault. 

"And now, Israel, what does G-d demand of you." I 
endeavor always to be prepared and alert for revela
tion of the Schechina-G-d's Presence-which after all 
is the day-to-day concern of every religious man. 
When this awareness becomes difficult for me, I 
imagine that G-d's eye peers down upon me. It pains 
me that by nature I am not given to lofty thoughts. I 
am too materialistic-an am ha'arelz-an ignoramous. 

It is already three years that no news has reached 
me about your farm. I am curious to learn about the 
success of the social work you planned several years 
ago-the investment in senior citizen housing, the 
Torah school, and the training program for young 
people who have come to the Kibbutz. What institu
tions have you established? Have you built any new 
workshops? 

People who meet me now are astonished because 
they thought that I had already made aliyah. I am also 
astonished-although less than they; but I am not dis
illusioned. Everything is in the hands of G-d. 

A Jew naturally tends to see the world as a prison 
from which a man must learn and become perfected 
from the accumulation of experiences. Beyond doubt, 
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this is why the world was created, for G-d is truly 
merciful, and He teaches us the proper and just way. 
At the same time, we are sadly oblivious to the fact 
that the world does not bend to the will of man. The 
world is beyond our comprehension and only rare 
glimpses are revealed to man; most events cannot be 
grasped. Many a scientist has erred in thinking that 
the world was created according to rules of logic and 
that one can dissect this world with intellectual tools. 
In reality, we merely try to come to grips with the 
world within the narrow confines of our limited 
capacity of understanding. It is more than coincidental 
that the two words "olam" (world) and "ne'elam" (hid
den) are so similar in cons !ruction, and probably share 
a common root .... To be sure, this approach converts 
our lives into something undefineable, enigmatic, and 
confusing; the only support we are left with is that 
Tree of Life, our Torah. As a result, it is clear that 
there is no contradiction between the Jewish religious 
context and modern science, which also pins its faith 

on an omnipotent natural force and recognizes the 
limits of our abilities .... 

WESTERN WALL. JERUSALEM
Suddenly, I glimpse him. Through 
the crowd. White. Wan. On 
another plain. His eyes. Those 
eyes. Connectors to a different 
world. After 11 years. Fighting for 
existence. For Judaism. For the link 
to the Beyond. For his way. His 
vision. His ideal. 

Fighting until it is not fighting 
anymore. Fighting until it is natu
ral, until it has formed and shaped 
him into a person beyond our 
experience, on an altogether separ
ate plane. 

Yosef: He began at 19. Jailed as a 
boy. Released as a man. With a 
white face, an old hat, those pierc
ing eyes, oblivious to the thou
sands dancing around him, obliv
ious to the shouting 
photographers: His long mission is 
not yet consummated. 

Hillel Goldberg. an Amerirnn who lit'es in S11n
hedri11 Murchevel in ]ernsahm, is Senior Edi/or of the 
Denver lntermountain Jewish News, u'here this 
arlide originally appeared. 
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And now all that remains for me are a year and 
several months until that yearned-for emotional 
encounter and reunion with the Land of Israel, please 
G-d. All that is happening in our Land still fascinates 
me-within the limits of the information that reaches 
me. With deep interest, I inquire about efforts to set
tle the Land and our security in the region. By the 
same token, the coming elections also capture my 
curiosity. It is to my sorrow that I cannot participate 
in them. 

We hope that the Al-mighty will rest His name in 
Jerusalem, and He will direct us in the proper way, 
and will send us in the end of days the one whom He 
has chosen to rule over Israel. 

Yoseif Ben Moshe 

trans/a/ed by Rabbi Nosson S(herman !.T. 

Hillel Goldberg 

The Sweet Taste Of 
Freedom! 

He is out of prison, out of Rus
sia, out of Vienna, in Israel, but 
not yet at theKole/, The Western 
Wall. 

He is not there yet. The going is slow. 
No matter. He waited 11 years and only 
because of hardship. Now he is Ulaiting 
because of the people cla1noring around 
him, dancing, singing, screaming. They 
will no! let him move. Finally he 
approaches the wall. The crush is unbear
able. No one can move. Shouting-the 
photographers again. Ten straight min
utes. Lights. flash bulbs, clamoring for 
position. 

Yosef is oblivious. 
Finally the way clears. He draws 

near. The Soviet prison is hours 
ago. Vienna six hours ago. Now 
the Kotel. He prays. To himself. 
No false gestures. No singing in 
unison. No leading the mass in 
prayer. No speeches. 

This is his moment! 
The thousands around him-it is 

as if they were not there. 
The photographers still clamor, 

but the crowd is silent. From 
nowhere a tune begins to move 
throughout the mass: "I believe, I 
believe with perfect faith in the 
coming of the Messiah. Even 
though he tarries, I believe that he 
will come. I believe." 

They sang if at the entrance fo the gas 
chambers. They sing it now. The rain 
increases. The stones of the Wall glisten in 
the wet. The massive lamps overlooking the 
wall darken in the raindrops. 

What is Yosef doing? 
No sound is heard. Yosef is 

alone. Finally. Alone with G-d, at 
His holy place. Suddenly: Kaddish. 
Yosef intones in Russian-accented 
Hebrew, in the high Russian pitch: 
Yilgodol, veyilkadash, shemei robbah. 
May there be magnified. May 
there be sanctified .... The kaddish 
ends. Silence. Suddenly, dancing. 
Restrained. Not like before. A cir
cle is forming. 

Yosef is still praying. 
To himself. 
The thousands are now circling 
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the vast plaza before the Kotel. 
And singing. "The lost ones in the 
land of Assyria will come to bow 
down to G-d at the Holy Mount in 
Jerusalem. In Jerusalem. In Jerusa
lem." Then another song, "To the 
Jews there was light and happi
ness, delight and glory." The song 
is from the Megillah. It is "Small 
Purim." The holiday of salvation in 
spite of the tyrant. Salvation. Not a 
concept. Not something of the 
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past. But here. Right now. The 
next song: 

"O G-d, rebuild your Temple. 
Soon!" 

11 years he waited. And now it 
is consummated. 2000 years the 
Jews have waited. And it too shall 
be consummated. Yosef Mendele
vich is home. Soon we shall all be 
home. 

"Gather in the exiles from amidst the 
gentiles, our scattered wanderers from the 

corners of the earth.·· The Wall. Glisten
ing. Yosef finishes. Turns. A touch of a 
smile crosses his face. Wildly the crowd 
sings him away from the Wall, then 
disperses. 

Five-thousand-seven-hundred
and-eighty-one years into the crea
tion: One night in the life of Jerus
alem. On the way to the final 
gathering-in. "I believe. With per
fect faith." 
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adapted from introductory remarks by 
Rabbi Yitzchok Kerzner 

The family as an institution is in trouble on the Amer
ican scene, as has been well documented. While the 
Torah society has managed to create vibrant communi
ties that have shielded and insulated themselves from 
the devastating onslaught of the new morality, it would 
be a dangerous self-delusion not to recognize that some 
seepage has taken place into our own homes. One can
not escape the pervasive influence of a materialistic, 
secular, and hedonistic society. 

The Torah describes Yaakov AtJinu's return to the Land of Israel 
from Charan with his twelve sons as: "Yaakov returned sholeim
complete, perfect." Ras hi quotes the Midrash as finding Yaakov 
"complete in body, complete in material possessions, complete in 
Torah." 

This remarkable achievement has become the goal of 
every conscientious Jew. It is the sum total of the course 
of study of every yeshiva; and indeed, it is within our 
study halls of Torah that this ideal can best be realized. 

But there is a world beyond these walls, and it is 
essential that this tri-faceted perfection be pursued in 
the broader world, without compromise, acculturation, 
or accommodation to corrosive values. 

The rabbis add that Yaakov's arrival was "al twilight; and he 
established boundaries. "The implication is that it was a time 
of ambiguity, when it was difficult to discern between 
right and wrong-so like our own complex era. Yaa
kov's task of drawing sharp lines of distinction has been 
assumed by the yeshivos. Inevitably, however, the point 
is reached when one enters the world of the market
place, where one is so subject to the influence of foreign 
value systems. Here, we do not function in a setting of 
perfection, but in one of fragmentation and disunity. 
The tendency is to compartmentalize our values, and 
assume one mentality in the office or behind the coun
ter, and another in the beis midrash or shul. It is tragic, 
indeed, if the criteria for "completeness in material pos
sessions" is from a different source than "completeness 
in body" or" ... Torah:' Yet the affluence we are enjoy
ing may well be responsible for some severe problems in 
our lives, and may have cut us off from the purity and 
wisdom of the beis hamidrash. 

All concerned parents surely harbor private anxieties 
and fears, hopes and dreams for their children's whole
some development; and it undoubtedly will be to their 
advantage to study the words of two leading roshei 
yeshiva, who offer their insights on how to raise a Torah 
family in a society that is so hostile to the Torah outlook 
on life. With their guidance, our goals become clearer, 
and our chances for success that much more possible. 

Rabbi Kerzner, rabbi of Congregation Machz.ikei Hadas of Clanfon Park in 
Toronto, chaired /he symposium on "Preserving the Torah Family" al the recent 
national convention of Agudath Israel of America. This introduction and the articles 
/hat follow are adapted from /he conuenlion addresses. 
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Rabbi Elya Svei 

Raising A Torah Family 
The Family-a Keystone of Civilization 

We are concerned about the state of the family, and 
for good reason. Before entering a discussion on the 
issue, however, let us first examine the Torah perspec
tive on the topic. 

The family structure inv0lves a number of mitzvos, 
notably teaching one's children and honoring one's par
ents. These are not, as one might think, a Torah reac
tion to the existence of the family: grandparents, par
ents and children living together, often under one roof. 
Rather, because the Torah contains the mitzva of honor
ing one's parents, the world was created with each 
person having a father and mothet. As the Zohar says: 

one of the very foundations of our belief. The mesorah 
began when 600,000 Jews witnessed the revelation at 
Mount Sinai, heard "Anoe hi ... ," the first of the Ten 
Commandments, and passed on the essence of this 
experience from generation to generation. For a child to 
accept and believe in this tradition, he must develop 
loyalty to his parents. How is this nutured? The child is 
born helpless, and relies on his parents for virtually all 
his needs. And the parents are moser nefesh-extend 
themselves beyond all considerations of comfort or 
convenience-for the sake of the child, engendering a 
loyalty in him. Then the mesorah can be transmitted. This 
concept of mesorah, by the way, is not limited to Jews, but 
applies to all of mankind. Non-Jews also have mesorah-

What is the role of the family in the Torah scheme of life? 
A noted Rosh Yeshiva examines an ailing institution, points to the 

problems, and suggests the ways of correcting some of the faults. 

"G-d looked into the Torah and then created the world." 
Torah is the blueprint of the world. 

What, then, was the underlying reason for the world 
to be set up in such a manner? No living creature except 
man has an ongoing family life. This is surely of 
significance. 

Man is different in yet another way-he is utterly 
helpless at birth. It takes him many years before he 
develops any degree of strength, intelligence, and inde
pendence. By contrast, all other creatures are born with 
their potential in evidence. As the Gemora says: A day old 
ox is also called an ox. This is also a factor of importance. 

The family structure-the sharing of lives and inter
ests by members of different generations-is closely 
Connected with the concept of mesorah-the passing on 
of our heritage fro,m generation to generation, which is 

Rabbi Svei is Rosh Yeshiva of /he Tnlmudical Yeshiva of Philadelphia. This 
essay is based on an address al the recent national convention of Agudath Israel of 
America. 
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the seven Noachide commands-which emanate from 
G-d's instructions to Noach right after the mabul (the 
deluge). 

The condition of contemporary society, then, is easy 
to understand. After one generation of a weakened 
family structure, where in many respects transmission 
of mesorah has ceased to function, the level of society's 
morality has tumbled and general decency has sunk 
beyond any foreboding. Primarily, this is because we 
must rely on the health of the family to uphold the 
world, and the family itself is failing. 

Parental Cooperation 

Yet another aspect of man's uniqueness is unders
cored by the Ra'avad in the introduction to his sefer Baale 
Nefesh, and this, too, is a significant feature of family life. 
Whereas in all animals, the male and female were 
created as separate entities, in mankind woman was 
created as an integral part of man; later, when separ-
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ated, Adam described Chava as "bone from my bone, 
flesh from my flesh," and they still .maintained a special 
bond. There is a reason for this unique feature. Had the 
male and female been created separately, then they 
would be like animals in that no relationship would exist 
between the two other than that of male vis-a-vis 
female-to mate, for the perpetuation of the species. 
But human couples must share a spirit of cooperation, 
working together for a common purpose that goes 
beyond bringing a new generation into the world-to 
pass on the mesorah which they had received. There must 
be a relationship whereby she is the eizer kenedgo (help
meet) and he views her in terms of "his wife is like part 
of himself." 

The "Tznius" Element in Mesorah 

Yet another feature of human nature, also exclusive 
to mankind, is the sense of modesty and privacy, with 
the capacity for.shame, known as "tznius." 

This, too, was implanted in the human personality
especially in the woman-as part of the Divine plan. 

Chazal point to the term that describes G-d's creation 
of woman-"vayiven (and He fashioned)" as related to 
hisbonen-contemplated. That is, G-d (kaveyachol) had to 
consider (/ehisbonen) which limb to select for the purpose 
of creating the woman. Had He created her from 
Adam's eye, this faculty of vision would be dominant, 
and women would have a compulsion to gaze, even 
where one should not; if from the ear, she would tend to 
hear too much, even that which one should avoid hear
ing; if from the mouth, she would be endowed with a 
tendency to talk too much ... for that limb or organ 
would have been her very essence. G-d chose to fashion 
her from Adam's side, a part totally hidden from view, 
so that the woman would be a lzenu'a, modest. This 
feminine factor-her very esssence, as interpreted by 
Chazal-is essential for the existence and successful 
function of the family, to facilitate the family's role in 
perpetuating our mesorah. 

The Talmud refers to this in taking note of the 
decision of Rachel, the daughter of Kalba Savua, to 
marry Akiva, a decision that seemed something of an 
enigma. Her father was one of the three wealthiest men 
of Jerusalem who had helped support the city's populace 
when it was under seige. She could have had her choice 
of the finest of men as her husband, yet she selected a 
forty-year old, poor shepherd who was an am ha'arelz
an illiterate. What did she see in him?-his lznius, we are 
told-an attribute that is a binding prerequisite for 
Torah. With the necessary character traits, he was able 
to study Torah and grow in scholarship for forty years, 
and then teach Torah for another forty years, and 
became the Rabbon she/ ko/ Yisrael, a key link in the chain 
of Mesorah. 

The Gemora interprets the phrase 1'~'1' 'tp,on in Shir 
Hashirim as equating the thigh with Torah. Both require 
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concealment, for Torah is only acquired with tznius. 
Thus, woman-who is the eizer kenedgo, and whose pro
vince is the family which transmits the mesorah-was 
created from a hidden part of Adam, for this is an 
essential requirement of Torah. 

The Family Under Seige 

Smugness and complacency are dangerous, for they 
breed a lack of awareness to threatening problems. 
Proud as we are of the outstanding educational institu
tions that we have created in our communities, we dare 

not take our blessings for granted. The morrow is never 
secure. By the same taken, we take pride in the relative 
stability of our families. But complacency is a trap, and. 
we dare not rest on our laurels. This very element took 
its toll in the "first family" of Jewish history: Yaakov 
Avinu and his family ... the Twelve Divine Tribes, who 
in their perfection provided the foundation of Kial 
Yisroel. 

One incident regarding Yaakov's children begs for 
clarification. How could this family, in its glorious per
fection, suffer the degradation of Dena's violation by 
Chamor the crown prince of Shechem? 

One of the explanations offered by Chaza/, is derived 
from the pasuk: inr.: C1''1 7'1nnn 7N, "Do not rejoice over 
the morrow." One may be sure of today's situation, but one can 
never be certain of tomorrow's. Yaakov apparently failed to 
honor this principle when he told Lavan, "And my 
integrity will answer for me tomorrow" (Bereishis 30:33). 
A harmless enough statement, yet Yaakov was faulted 
for saying it, for with these words he indicated a cer-
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tainty in his integrity to which no one is entitled; he 
expressed a lack of self-doubt in regard to his future
standing as a righteous man, when one must forever 
question himself in this respect. As confident as Yaakov 
was, Dena proved the vulnerability of the family to 
outside assault. 

Watching For the "Tznius" Factor 

Our concern for our families and their integrity 
should make us question ourselves, even when our 
motives are honorable-especially in areas that touch 
on tznius. With this in mind, we must examine a pressing 
problem in the educational scene. Young women help
ing in the support of their Kolle! husbands find draw
backs in careers in education. Teaching salaries are too 
meager, and positions are in short supply in the geogra
phic areas where the men are studying. So even when 
the girls are yet single, they gravitate to "a clean and 
simple profession" such as computer programming, 
which they can continue to pursue in any location, after 
they are married. · 

Their argument seems reasonable, but it does not 
take into account that element of tznius which is so 
crucial to the Jewish family. Again we have a precedent 
from the first Jewish Family, that of Yaakov Avinu: 
Another factor of weakness pointed to as a cause for the 
breach in Yaakov's family is Dena's outgoing nature. 
The very words describing her excursion in to Shechem 
just prior to her violation-" And Dena went forth" -are 
used to describe her mother's action when "Leah wenf 
forth toward [Yaakov]" to inform him that he was to 
spend the night in her tent instead of Rachel's. The 
Midrash describes Dena as "One who goes forth, the 
daughter of one who goes forth," implying that Dena's 
outgoing tendencies that invited trouble were inherited 
from her mother. 

This is puzzling to say the least, for as a result of the 
initiative of "and Leah went forth," she conceived her 
son Yissachar, and Yissachar more than any of the other 
sons of Yaakov came to personify Torah study. In fact, 
the term Yaakov uses in his blessings to describe Yis
sachar, as "a donkey ... ," is a reference to the donkey 
Yaakov rode, coming in from the fields; Leah heard the 
donkey bray and then stepped out to greet him. When 
Yaakov praises Yissachar's forebearance, as "he bends 
his shoulders to carry the burden," he is referring to his 
total submission to G-d-as the braying donkey shoul
ders his burden. This admirable trait was inherited from 
his mother: Stepping forth to tell her husband, "I have 
engaged you ... [from Rachel] with my son's blossoms" 
was not a simple matter for her; it was an act of self
negation, to submit to what she perceived as G-d's will 
... as the braying donkey shoulders his burden. It was 
this that Yaakov found so praiseworthy, and singled out 
as Yissachar's strength. Yet, how ironic: the very same 
"And Leah stepped forth" that earned Yaakov's praise 
was the source of the trait that made Dena a victim of 
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Chamor, prince of Shechem. A most !audible attri
bute-the ability to step forward-has its inevitable 
built-in pitfalls and demands caution. 

When planning a career, a young lady will undoubt
edly think in terms of financial compensation, and for 
the best of motives. But at the same time she must not 
lose sight of the valeilzei ("and she went forth") factor. A 
young lady teaching little children in a yeshiva or day 
school is not only in a protected environment; she is 
functioning in one that promotes personal growth, as 
well. By contrast, can one say that when a girl is work
ing in an office, her lznius (personal modesty) is totally 
unaffected or her sense of refinement is as wholesome 
and innocent as it was the day she left seminary? 
Granted, her reason for choosing office work is a good 
one: a case of "and Leah went forth" for a good cause
she wants to enable her husband to study, to have a 
"Torah home." But one cannot overlook considerations 
of tznius, which is a requisite for Torah, for the existence 
of the family, and for the perpetuation of the mesorah
an essential ingredient for ascertaining that one's child
ren will grow up to be bnei Torah. 

Who's Responsible For The Family? 

An unprecendented burden is being placed on our 
young people as wives and mothers, as husbands and 
fathers, but there are reasons for this. 

Family life in our own generation is significantly dif
ferent from that of previous generations. In the past, 
"family" referred to the extended group of father, 
mother, grandparents, aunts and uncles, great-aunts 
and great-uncles. In those days, it was possible for both 
parents to be involved in a business venture and the 
child would receive mesorah directly from his grand
father-who sat and learned, went to his rebbi, and 
generally linked the child to Sinai ... while the girl 
received her mesorah from her grandmother, who was a 
tznu'a, and wise in the facts and nuances of her tradition. 
But today's generation is nurtured only by parents; 
they-the father and the mother-must play the role of 
parents, grandparents, and the entire constellation of 
relatives to properly transmit the mesorah. 

Parents cannot make verbal demands of their child, 
and rest their case on that alone. The child must see 
whatever his parents demand of him in their conduct. 
When he witnesses the mesorah his parents had received 
from their parents as a vibrant reality in their own lives, 
then he can accept that mesorah from his parents. This 
will make a deep and lasting impression on him, and 
then they can expect him to be an ideal yeshiva bachur, to 
their pleasure and satisfaction. This is in keeping with 
the purpose of the family-to transmit the mesorah. To 
be sure, this means that the parents have to make 
sacrifices for the sake of their child, involving inconven
ience and even hardships so they can serve as effective 
role models in their daily life; but this is essential if their 
children are to grow up as they should. 
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Links in the Generation Chain 

Young people must conceive of themselves as links in 
the chain of niesorah-not only as parents of the next 
generation, but as teachers as well. Both the women and 
the men must appreciate this and prepare themselves 
accordingly. 

A young lady may decide that as far as she is con
cerned, entering the world of commerce, or computers, 
or whatever area, is worthwhile (in spite of the "vateitzei 
factor") because in this manner she will be helping her 
husband grow into a godol h'Torah. Nonetheless, she 
must also consider the needs of Kial Yisroel at large. 
Mechanchim are alarmed that the best products of the 
Bais Yaakov schools-those most qualified to become 
the teachers of the next generation-are instead seek
ing employment in other areas. We all must share this 
concern over who will train the girls of the next genera
tion so that they too will want to marry Bnei Torah. This 
is a problem that requires careful consideration, and no 
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young lady should make her decision without consult
ing her mentors. If our best teachers-those who would 
be worthy of transmitting the mesorah that they re
ceived-seek careers in other fields, our future is bleak 
indeed. 

The men, of course, have their share of the respons
bility, too. As the Gemora in Megi/la explains, Kial Yisroel is 
able to face the worst of circumstances and survive
only because of the Torah giants of each generation: 

ChanHnya, Mishael and Azarya in Bavel . .. Mordechai 
ani-1. Esther in Modai (Medea) . .. Mattisyahu and his sons, 
and Shimon Hatzaddik in Ga/us Yavan (Greek domination) 
... And loday?(asks the Gemora) By virtue of Rabbi Yehuda 
Hanassi Hnd the contemporary giants do we manage to 
surmount the impossible pressures of galus. 

There was no other way for Klal Yisroel to survive, nor 
is there today. Everyone capable of assuming a leader
ship position is truly obligated to aspire for such a role 
and to prepare for it. Now some argue that" A thousand 
enter school to study Scriptures, and one emerges as an 
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authority in halacha." What need is there to go beyond 
the traditional ratio? But so very, very few are entering 
our yeshivos, that we simply have no right to accept a 
similarly smalJer number of authorities to serve as our 
elite leadership. Our needs demand far more than one 
per thousand out of the meager thousands that enter 
yeshivos in the first place. 

It is also wrong to sidestep the issue, as many of us do, 
by rationalizing: "My family was always only mer
chants; they were never rabbonim or roshei yeshiva, and 
nonetheless they found time to study Torah. I'm pleased 
that my children are learning now, and I'll even permit 
my son to continue his studying a year or so after his 
marriage, but then he1l go into business." 

Kial Yisroel simply cannot exist without the Chachmei 
Torah. If G-d grants us the gift of a talented child, one 
who is endowed with the capabilities and the character 
attributes requisite to being a marbitz Torah (dissernina
tor of Torah) or agadol b'Torah, or to being an eizer kenegdo 
(helpmeet), then that child should be encouraged to 
pursue this goal; and the parents should recognize their 
good fortune, that G-d had endowed them with such 
riches-a child worthy of serving as a key link in the 
chain of mesorah. 

The Resident "Priest" 

The goal of every Jewish household is implicit in the 
viduy maasoros-the so-called confessional declaration 
made periodically (every three years) in the time of the 
Beis Hamikdosh: "Biarli hakadesh min habayis-l have 
removed the sacred from the house"-to the effect that 
all priestly gifts and tithes have been emptied from the 
house and duly delivered to the appropriate individual 
Wevarim 26:13). The Sephorno questions the use of the 
term "viduy"-confessional-to describe this declara
tion, for nothing improper is being confessed to here. 
He replies that it is a sad situation when the "kodesh", the 
sacred is removed from one's house. There was a time 
when every home had its own resident "priest" in the 
person of the bechor, the firstborn, and there was no 
necessity to remove the"kodesh" from the house; for 
initially (until the incident of the Golden Calf) the first
born son in every household served as the kohein. Not 
having a resident kohein in the person of the bechor is a 
reminder of the loss from the time of that tragic incident 
from which Kial Yisroel has never fully recovered. 

All is not completely lost, however, for today every 
household can still have resident members that devote 
themselves to spiritual pursuits and even have the sta
tus of belonging to the priestly tribe of Levi. This is in 
keeping with the Rambam's description of anyone who 
devotes himself to Torah study, dissemination of Torah, 
or community service, as possessing the rank of Levi'im. 
It should be the goal of every family to have its repre
sentative among theLevi'im; someone who has the talent 
and the special sense of commitment to become involved 
in such sacred endeavors should be encouraged, guided, 
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and supported in realizing his quest. And the other 
members of the family should feel fortunate that one of 
theirs will be one of the perpetuators of our heritage, 
for the benefit of Kial Yisroel. As a result, the entire 
family will be on a higher spiritual plain. 

The strength of Kial Yisroel has been described as the 
rock of Israel-evven Yisroel ?H11:" pH. The word evven 
consists of two components: av and hen-father and son 
(p/:lH). 

The inter-relationship of father and son, both prom
oting goals of strengthening Torah, bring kedusha into 
the home. This inspires a similar relationship between 
G-d our Father, and us, His children-a transcendental 
Father-son relationship-fulfilling the command of 
"Make for me a sanctuary that I might dwell within 
them" -not within ii, the sanctuary-but within them, 
the people. Our families become an evven, the corner
stone of a revitalized Klal Yisroel, serving as a sanctuary 
for G-d's Presence. ~T. 
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Rabbi Avraham Pam 

Between Parents and Sons 

The Ultimate "Tachlis" 

Family life-so crucial to Judaism-consists of several 
different aspects. The following lines will deal with one 
of them-the importance of a healthy relationship 
between father and son. 

In the yeshiva, one often encounters a phenomenon 
that brings about a breach in family life, causes anguish 
to parents, and ends up perplexing the bachur. As with 
most problems, its roots begin early in life: 

When a boy is born, everyone extends his blessing to 
the parents: "May the child grow up to be agadol ba Torah," 
and the parents second the blessings with a hearty 

earning a living and they are impatient for him to apply 
himself to secular studies. 

Now, the young man is aware that Torah study does 
not fall in the purview of the requirement to honor 
one's parents: He could continue to devote himself fully 
to Torah study in spite of his parents' views. Nonethe
less, he doen't want to hurt his parents by opposing 
them. So he is in a quandary. It affects his learning and 
soon his rebbe becomes aware of the problem. 

A father once consulted the Chafetz Chaim about this very 
same problem: "Shouldn't a person concern himself with 
lachlis? Is ii wrong lo be concerned about the future?" The 
Chafetz Chaim answered, "Of course, you must think about 

A noted Rosh Yeshiva examines some of the conflicts that 
commonly plague homes in the Torah community and issues a plea 

for more understanding between generations. 

"Amen!" ... At his Bar Mitzva, the speakers all stress the 
same theme-that they hope that the young man will 
grow up to be a gadol ba Torah . ... If the boy is gifted and 
progresses in his studies, he brings his parents a bounty 
of joy and nachas. ... All is well until the boy approaches 
the end of high school. Then the problems being to 
surface: Whal will be the lachlis*? What kind of future lies in store 
for him? Then come the conflicts, the arguments, the 
years of controversies. The bachur is in a dilemma. He 
has tasted the joys of Torah study to the point that "his 
soul yearns for Torah." His awe and his reverence are 
directed toward gedolei Ha Torah and he wants to follow in 
their footsteps. But his parents are concerned about his 

*Literally: "ultimate purpose." In the vernacular, it refers to means of 
earning a livelihood. 

Rabbi Pam is Rosh Yeshiva of Mesivta Torah Vodaath in Brooklyn. This essay 
is based on an address at the recenl convention of Agudath Israel of America, and was 
prepared for publication with the asisfonce of Mattis Blum, who edits Torah 
Lodaas, a weekly Torah bulletin. 
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lachlis! Whal kind of a question is that? Bereishis-In the 
beginning G-d created .. . [the Midrash says] For the sake of 
the Torah, which is called 'Reishis' did G-d create the world. 
The world world was created for Inch/is and that lachlis is 
Torah. Of course one must keep in mind his 'fachlis'f" 

On another occasion, the Chafetz Chaim said, "G-d is a 
provider for all. ls ii possible that He will care for everyone 
except His most beloved children-those that are completely 
immersed in Torah?" 

Perhaps concerned parents are reaJly worried about 
luxuries. When we say "Dorshei Hashem-The seekers of 
G-d will not miss the good things of life," it does not 
mean that they will have all luxuries. The meaning is 
that they will not miss them, because they are not really 
important to them-in the spirit of Yaakov Avinu's decla
ration: "Yesh Ii ko/-1 have everything." 

Children who are willing to forego life's luxuries, and 
are not concerned with their level of material achieve
ments, whose burning desire is to lead a life of Torah-
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such children are a gift from G-d. How blessed their 
parents should feel! 

When a father complains to me that his son wants to 
forego a secular education to devote himself more fully 
to Torah study, it brings to mind the lament of the Jews 
in the wilderness: "We have nothing but the manna!" 
(Bamidbar 11:16). At this point the pasuk adds a descrip
tion of praise," And the manna is like a coleander seed, 
etc.," Rashi explains that these are G-d's words, imply
ing: "Look at what my children are complaining about, 
when the manna is so wonderful!" (ibid 11:7). 

Indeed, mothers since time immemorial have shown 
special appreciation for their sons' growth in Torah 
study, as the Midrash says in regard to Rivka and her 

"The Jar of Manna and 
its Message: that those who are 

dedicated to the Torah will 
not be deprived ... " 

love for her son Yaakov: "The more she heard his voice 
[engaged in Torah study] the more her love for him 
increased." She never found his learning excessive. We 
must emulate her and demonstrate our appreciation to 
our children for their devotion to Torah, and encourage 
them. How often the Shabbos and Yorn Tov table-the 
only time the family gets together-becomes converted 
from a setting of domestic harmony to a battleground 
over loch/is! And the poor bachur becomes torn between 
the urge to set the record straight and a reluctance to 
appear to be insolent to his parents. 

Jewish men and women always prayed for children, 
as did the Avos and Imahos (patriarchs) so their families 
might be building-blocks in the formation of the glor
ious edifice of Kial Yisroel. More than bringing children 
in to the world, this also entails guiding them so they 
might assume their places as leaders, rabbis and teach
ers-gedolim, manhigirn, mechanchim. When sons and 
daughters aspire for a significant place in this magnifi
cent chain of Mesorah, the parents should find this as 
cause for justifiable pride, rather than quibble over 
"self-deprivation and loss of career opportunities." In 
such cases, the children have actually selected the major 
"fachlis" of their lives, and are to be encouraged to pursue 
it. 
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The Mechilta on Beshalach states that in the future, 
Eliyahu Hanavi will return the jar of manna that had been 
hidden away at the time of Hoshiyahu Hame/ech prior to 
the destruction of the first Beis Hamikdash. In Tanach, 
however, we see the role of Eliyahu as that of heralding 
the advent of theGe'ula and uniting children with par
ents in Avodas Hashem. The message of the manna, how
ever, is an eternal one: Just as it is a basic tenet of our 
faith to believe that Torah is min haShomayim (from 
heaven), so too is daily sustenance ordained in heaven. 

Indeed, it was to demonstrate this point that Yir
miyahu the Prophet had displayed the manna. When he 
had reprimanded the Jewish People for not devoting 
more time to Torah study, they explained that they had 
to earn a livelihood. In response, he took out the jar of 
manna, to show how even under the most impossible 
conditions-during the forty years of wandering in the 
wilderness-G-d provided for His People. Many are the 
ways of G-d to provide sustenance for those who 
adhere to His word. The returning of the jar of manna is 
thus very relevant to the assignment of Eliyahu Hanavi 
(as expressed in Mal'achi) of bringing harmony in the 
family, between parents and children on the issue of 
tachlis, by revealing the jar of manna and demonstrating 
its message: that those who are dedicated to Torah will 
not be deprived of their livelihood. 

Toward Tolerance, Restraint and Consideration 

When discussing relationships between parents and 
children the focus is usually on children's obligation to 
honor their parents. However, parents, too, are obliged 
to follow the guidelines of the Tor ah concerning general 
human relationships in dealing with their children; for 
instance, the issur (negative command) of "Lo sonu ish es 
amiso" -which prohibits speaking to a person in a 
manner that will cause him pain and misery. This cer
tainly applies to parents speaking to their children. 
Likewise the issur of "Lo sisa alav chef-Do not bear a sin 
because of him"-embarrassing a person-applies to 
parents as well. Even a small child is susceptible to 
shame, and it goes without saying that the teenager is 
especially sensitive to it. If a child feels insulted or hurt 
by a word from his father or mother, it can do great 
damage to his personality. These are matters that affect 
family harmony, and all concerned must be keenly 
aware of their obligations-the child to his parents, and 
the parents to their child, to uphold the child's honor 
and self-respect. 

Very often parents are impatient with their children 
for becoming excessively /rum-exhibiting more zeal 
than is necessary or even desirable in mifzva perfor
mance. This becomes a point of contention and strains 
the relationship between parents and children. Some
times it is wiser for parents to accept this in the general 
context of youthful exuberance and not be worried by 
it. It certainly does not warrant insult or mocking on the 
part of the parents. 
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Even when a child's conduct is suspect, he is entitled 
to respectful treatment, as Chazal say: "Honor him and 
suspect him." When, for instance, the parent suspects 
the child of not telling the truth, he should not accuse 
him of lying, and certainly should not label him as a liar. 
It is far wiser to give him the impression that you have 
faith in his good character. Moreover, to accuse the 
child of something he may not have done can inflict such 
a terrible hurt on him that it may drastically affect his 
attitude toward his parents. 

If a father wants to admonish a child in order to 
improve his learning or behavior, he is likely to achieve 
better results by encouragement, rather than reproach. 

The father of one of my students was an accomplished 
talmid chacham, and was very concerned about his sixteen 
year old son's progress in Torah. When the father asked about 
his son, I told him that he was a bright boy, but was not 
applying himself lo his studies. He immediately ca/Jed his son 
over, and I was sure that he would lash out against the boy. 
Instead he spoke in a soft friendly tone: "Your rebbe says that 
you're doing quite well . .. just a little bit more effort on your 
part is needed. Please apply that liitle more and it wi// be 
excel/en!." 

The boy left feeling very pleased and begati lo learn much 
helter. Eventually, he grew up to be a Rosh Yeshiva in a 
well-known Mesivfa .. ,. This is fochacha (reproof)-u,ifh 
honor. 

My mother once told me of an incident that took place when 
she was eight or nine years old: She had wanted to fast on the 
Tenth of Teves, as grownups do. She knew her parents would 
not permit her to do this, so she spent the day at homes of her 
friends, and did not come home until nightfall, when if was 
time lo eat. The Dayan of Shedlitz, where my grandfather was 
Rav, happened to beat my grandfather's house when she came, 
and he was aware of what had taken place. He was very angry 
al the child, and insisted that she deserved punishment. "She 
must betaught a lesson 1" he demanded. "Oh, would I give itfo 
her-the 'fasterke' !" 

My grandfather remained silent. The child was given her 
supper, and went off lo her room lo sleep. My grandfather 
followed her to her room, took her in his arms, and said to her: 
"Mein kindt, you wanted to do a mitzva; you should know 
that if one is commanded to fast, and he fasts, it is a mitzva. 
But when one doesn't have to fast, it is not mitzva to fast. One 
should not torture the body unnecessarily. Im yirtza Hashem, 
when you'll be a Bas-Mitzva-twelve years old-then you 
will fast, and it will be a real mifzva. Now, you must be very 
fired, so go lo sleep, and sleep tight. Good night'" 

The words warmed her heart as long as she lived, beyond 
the age of ninety. 

Let us always bear in mind that the primary purpose 
of the family is to bring up a Torah-loyal generation. 
Everything else is of minor importance. All energies 
should be concentrated towards achieving this end. This 
will promote a pleasant and wholesome climate in the 
entire family: among parents, between parents and 
their children, among the children themselves. "T. 
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EWFO 
PESA CH 

IN ENGLISH 
A Major Anthology and Work of Scholar
ship, HAI.ACHA, and HASHKOFA/Perspec
tive, Presented with Clarity and in Detail in 
Two Volumes, Totalling 448 Pages Dealing 
with Matters that Every Jew must know on 
Pesach: 

Mitzvah 
Encyclopedia 

Laws & Customs 
or 

Passover Matzah 

• The general concept of eating Kosher Matzos 
and its meaningful observance, especially as 
developed in the wide range of halachic and 
Chasidic sources and Torah perspectives. 

•An encyclopedic compilation of the Passover 
Laws concerning Matzah in an inspiring and 
informative text. 

• Halachic and Chasidic customs involving bak
ing and eating Matzos. 

• The laws of Eating Matzos, from the Seder 
night until the end of Pesach. 

• Discussion ofEating Soaked Matz ah (Gebrokts). 
• The Kashruth of Medicines on Pesach, as well 

as all year round. 
• Stories of the Eternal Wisdom of our Holy 

TZADDIKIM/Sages in the form of interesting 
and Flowing Narratives, including an exposi
tion of the Symbolism, Inspiration, and Moti
vation that the Mitzvah ofMatzah calls forth in 
man. 

At all Jewish bookstores: 
$15.90 for the set 

If your bookstore does not have it, please contact the author, 

RABBI S.Y. GROSS, 4711 12th Ave., B'ldyn, N.Y. 11219 
Tel: 436-8086 

For mail order, add $1.50 for postage and handling. 
Check or money order must accompany order and 

be made payable to: 
M.B.T., Box 331. Brooklyn, N.Y. 11219 
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Israel 

At Rockefeller Center or 
The Empire State Building 
UMB Means Business. 

Commercial banking is easier now that New Yorkers have a 
choice. They can bank uptown or downtown at UMB Bank & Trust 
Company. 

Whether your commercial interests stretch across town or across 
oceans, UMB crafts its multitude of services to meet your special 
needs. And, there are so many services-commercial loans, 
domestic and international money market operations, import
export arrangements, letters of credit and many more. 

As we are increasing our branches, we are increasing the scope 
and flexibility of UMB. So, besides adding a new location, we're 
adding more of the finest commercial and international banking 
professionals to tailor our services to your business needs. 

Service and knowledge-it's our special combination that has 
made us a top choice here in New York and worldwide. Remember, 
banking with UMB means business. 

Closed on all Jewish Holidays. 

IA\'\ UMB BANK 
~!' AND TRUST COMPANY 

630 Fifth Avenue 
New York, NY 10111 
212-541-8070 

Established in 1923 
Worldwide Assets 
Exceed $2 Billion 

350 Fifth Avenue 
New York, NY 10001 
212-947-3611 

Depositors Now Insured 
Up To $100,000 
Member FDIC 



Dear Mother, 
I read your letter sympatheti

cally and with a feeling of grati
tude. I will rally to your side to 
champion the personal needs of 
our children. I will join you in your 
campaign to insist that the "P" of 
PT A have a right to participate in 
our children's education. As a 
mother of young yeshiva children I 
advocate the undeniable right of 
the mother to remind the teacher: 
this child is a human bring; treat him as 
an individual, please. 

Yet I would like to straddle the 
fence in this discussion-for you 
see, I am both a mother and a 
Morah of primary school children. 
I play the role of both the "P" and 
the "T." Even while I staunchly 
champion your concern for your 

child's well-being and growth, I cannot discard the title "Morah." It 
find myself swiveling to the other stays with me, it is me, constantly. 
side of the desk, to the Morah's My personal time is an extension 
seat. I realize that just as the of schooltime. How often have I 
mother looks to Dear Morah to been interrupted during supper at 
help her in bringing up Yisrael, home by phonecalls from school 
Yehuda, and Aryeh, the Morah parents? I run PTA at my cousin's 
looks to Dear Mother to do her Bar Mitzva and at my sister's 
part. Not only am I unable to do wedding. No, the salary does not 
my job without you, there are cover the time and energy put into 
many things only you, the mother, teaching. 
can do. Obviously, I'm not teaching just 

I would like to explain, but first for the monetary reward. I also 
let me tell you why I'm here in the teach for the rewarding feeling of 
first place. If I had chosen to work accomplishment when a student 
in this field for financial reasons says: "Morah, I'll pick up all the 
only, I'd be bitter by now. The crayons from the floor for you so a 
monetary rewards do not, by any new malach can be born." It is for 
stretch of the imagination, com- the nachas I feel when a child apol-
pensate for hours of after-hour ogizes for breaking his classmates' 
work related to the job. When the block castle and then offers to help 
dismissal bell rings, the school day rebuild it. It's for the feeling of 
is over by the time clock, but I pride while watching our future 

,--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~, ~~~~~~on~lN'~7po 

We will meet any price! Rabbi Abraham Blumenkrantzw~·;iu 
Lowest Prices to Israel, Europe 

/iifilljiiiiillio., Lea-Com 
Travel, Inc. 

Beekman St., NYC/ 212-962-2500 
Attention: Yeshivos, Groups, Organizations. 
Announcing: "Israel: Its Land, Its People" 

A New Slide Show on Israel 
SHOMER SHABBOS AGUDAH MEMBER 

Exclusive Caterers at the Elegant 

COTILLION TERRACE 
7307 18th Avenue, 

Brooklyn, N.Y. 
Open Chupa-Glatt Kosher 

Accommodations Up To 700 Persons 
We also cater for all your s1mchas 

Bfls. Kiddushes. Sheva Brochas_ etc .. 
at home, synagogue. or the hall of your choice 

CALL MR. GREENFIELD 853-0700 
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Torah Cassettes 
The following Cassettes are Presently Available: 

Tape #1-15 The Successfu!Jewish famlly(1S Tapes) 
Some of the Topics Discussed • Controlling One's 
Thoughts •An Optimistic View of Life• Today is Tomor· 
row's Foundation• Woman's Responsibility• Can MazeI 
Change? •Power of Speech 

Tape #17·21 The bookofJob (Stapeswith more 
coming) 
Tape #22 Develop a Happier Marriage 
Tape #23 ltoheles (Ecclesiastes) This World Is A 
Prelude for Something. 

Tape #24 & #25 Prophet: Shmuel II: 
•Hunger inEretz Yisroel •Approach toward fellow man• 
Have rich children 

Tape #26 Eating and Blessings, Prayer for Women 
Tape #27Blrlh Control, Abortion, Tay Sachs, Yom 
ltippur 
Tape #28 Jewish Morality: Dating, Wedding. Cus· 
toms, Niddah, Negiah. Ylchud, Proper Thoughts, 

Additional Thought-Provoking Topics are coming soon. 
Cost of each tape $4. Discount price for 10 tapes or more 
per order $3.50. Sales tax of 8% must be added to all 
orders. All orders must be prepaid. Allow three weeks for 
delivtry. 

For Orders & lnquiries: 

MIKUTEY AVROHOM 
clo 562Willow Avenue, Cedarhurst, N.Y 11516---' 
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Bnei Torah say the Shema correctly. 
I also teach for the occasional 
appreciative note written by a 
mother, thanking me for my 
efforts, one of which I quote: "My 
reaction to my son's behavior these 
last few days is 11KO ri:i;n n;:iru. I 
always am a bit envious of 
teachers. I know parents are 
teachers too, but the idea of 27 
boys going to their individual 
homes, repeating and practicing 
the Torah you teach them-well, 
the idea just leaves me in awe .... I 
can never properly thank you, but 
I'm sure part of your reward Hes in 
knowing that these children think 
and do al pi Torah because you 
taught them so." For this rare note 
I teach. For this I will continue to 
work along with you to strengthen 
these yiddishe neshamos. 

Dear Mother, I'm open to talk, 
... I11 listen to you, never turn a 
deaf ear to you, even when you 
call me at home. (So you forgot 
about the note sent to you in the 
beginning of the year that said to 
leave a message in the office for 
me, so I can return your call at my 

convenience ... I usually do.) I'll 
listen to you and discuss all with 
you willingly. You say that behind 
that quiet facade there is a wond
erful child just waiting to be drawn 
out? I love a challenge! I'll happily 
give him extra time, a moment out 
for a little shmuess between just the 
two of us. I11 give him that extra 
smile and wink. 111 give him an 
extra chance to read a flash card. 
It's a large class and I appreciate 
the reminder saying: "Hey, that's 
my child entrusted in your care! 
He's my son, his Zeide's ainekel, his 
Bubby's nachas." 

You asked me to give your child 
extra attention, to make him feel 
loved and wanted. I sincerely want 
to. I1l juggle my limited moments 
about and take time to discuss his 
new baby brother with him, 
between setting up tables and serv
ing lunch. If you expect much of 
me, and set high standards for my 
performance, fine. I, too, demand 
the most of myself. I want to be 
goaded and guided in my role as 
Morah. 

But, please remember. It's not 

simply a matter of "getting your 
money's worth." It's a matter of 
knowing I'm doing my best for 
your child-our child. Shouldn't I 
be able to have the same expecta
tions from you? You are surely no 
less dedicated to "our" little boy. 
Yet, how often do I clench my fists 
in frustration when a child excuses 
himself for not bringing tzeddaka 
and says, "My mother had no time 
to give me a penny. It was too late 
and the bus was corning." No time 
to help your child practice the 
milzva of lzeddaka, which can only be 
done with parental help-or, when 
a student says, "Morah, I did a big 
chessed yesterday. I picked up a 
tissue from the floor so that my 
mother would not have to bend ... 
I didn't bring a 'midah note' to 
school about it because my mother 
had no time to write it. She was 
talking on the phone and said she'd 
write it later." Please bear in mind, 
Mother: in class there is no later. 
We are working in a designated 
and limited time span. Our goal is 
to regulate our time and energies 
realistically. 

AGUDAH WOMEN OF AMERICA 
(N'shei Agudath lsTael) 

is pleased to introduce its 
TRAVEL PLANNING SERVICE 

SURROUND YOUR SON 
WITH TORAH, MIDDOS AND 
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to assist you with all your travel needs 

• Worldwide Cruises • Package Tours • Business Trips 
• Domestic and Overseas Air Transportation • Hotel Accommodations 

• Take advantage of the lowest fares to Israel 
For information please call 

(212) 252-5515 

Mrs. Mirelle Guttman Mrs. Aliza Grund 
Our organization benefits each time you travel through us. 

The only Orthodox English Yiddish weekly in 
the world presenting the authentic 

Torah viewpoint 
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' > 

Organ o t'I o lsh Orthodoxy 

97, Stamford Hill, London, N. 16, England 
Annual subscription Airmail $35. Surface mail, $25.00 

Write now for your free sample copy 
Published by Agudath Israel of Great Britain 
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It's oft been said, the school is an 
extension of the home. I'll accept 
that. But by no means should the 
school be a substitute for the home. 
You entrusted your child to my 
care, to guide and educate, but
please-don't abuse my role by 
burdening me with yours: "Morah, 
can you please tell my son to listen 
to me when 1 tell him to go to bed? 
He always finds a reason to pro
crastinate." "Morah, could you 
please tell my son, maybe through 
a story, to kiss his Bubby when she 
visits?" So I'm Mother and Morah, 
doing your job and mine simul
taneously. I wash negal vasser for 
half the class. I teach children their 
full names, phone numbers, and 
addresses. I teach table manners 
and cleanliness. These are basic 
concepts that the home is required 
to teach. I must keep tabs on hats 
without names, mateless mittens 
and unlabeled boots-even though 
you've received note after note 
almost pleading with you to put 
nametapes on your child's belong
ings. Then I receive a note: 
"Chaim's missing a red hat, a blue 
knapsack and a green scarf. Please 
make sure my son brings home all 
his belongings." I do my best to 
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reinforce good character traits, but 
it's unrealistic to expect me to 
initiate them. A child's education 
begins at home. In fact, it should 
begin far back, at the cradle, before 
there was a school or a Morah in 
his life. 

Mothering a school-aged child is 
a two-way system: It's a sensitive 
system that should not be abused. 
Of course you have the right to 
inform the teacher-and be 
informed by her-about your 
child's status in class. Just as you 
wrote me in your letter. I'd like 
you to keep in mind, though, that 
as Morah-and not simply an 
extension of you behind the desk-
1 have broader responsibilities. I sit 
up and listen when a mother 
requests a front seat for her 
Chaim1. She does so with concern 
for her son as her only priority, 
but I've got to think beyond 
Chaim: is the request being made 
because Chaim has a vision prob
lem and cannot read the board 
from his seat? or is the change 
important because her Chaim1 is 
"privileged"? Please don't forget-I 
have obligations to the rest of my 
students and I must try to discern 
the nature of her motives. 

At the same time, it's worth 
reminding you that this two-way 
system is applicable to the Morah 
as well. I too have the right to 
inform and be informed. And, how 
I wish I would be informed! We 
could have avoided many an 
unhappy morning if the mother of 
my student had written a note 
explaining her son's irritability as 
being caused by his father's 
absence on a business trip, or his 
lack of sleep. Let me know about 
the trip to Florida, the impending 
move to a new home, or anything 
upsetting his routine. This infor
mation helps relieve anxieties and 
maintain the pleasant and warm 
environment we aim to foster. 

School and home-both sources 
of knowledge and experience. 
Mother and Morah-both teachers 
and molders of personalities. We 
want to be instrumental in the 
child's growth. Let us work 
together. ~T. 

Mrs. IMorah Breindy) Leizerson 

Mrs. leizerson is teacher of pre 1-ii in Yeshiva 
Torah Temimah of Brooklyn, N. Y. 

AN UNUSUAL OPPORTUN/1Y 
Hundreds of Jewish Observerreaders have';"l":l taken the time and effort to 
assist the most unfortunate family described here. Many of you felt com· 
pelled to help merely because of the tremendous tragedy; others donated 
because of the many Gedolei Yisroel who permitted their names to be used 
in order to help this family. Your contributions in the past have enabled us to 
establish a fund that provides basic living expenses, within the past several 
months, two of these yesomim 1,"., have become engaged to be married 
" D1V'V;:l 

We now have the rare opportunity of participating in the great mitzvah of 
Hachnosas Kallah of children who will walk to the Chupah with neither 
father nor mother at their side. Any donation is appreciated, but perhaps you 
would consider a donation equal to a wedding gift, so that they can look 
forward to their wedding day when they start life anew. 

Your tax-deductible contribution can be mailed to: 

MIF AL TZEDCJKAH V'CHESED 
c/o Yonoson Israel, 1680-59th Street, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11204 

212-236-1666 
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The Role of 
The Jewish 
Woman 

Women have a rightful obligation to 
their Jewish heritage as a way of life. 

We value this birthright and we are 
responsible for conveying it to our 
children by example and through 
education. 

The Importance 
of the Family 
to Society 

Women have a rightful responsibility 
to safeguard the sanctity of the 
family and its standards of purity 
(Taharas Hamishpacha). 

We consider these essential for 
promoting harmony in the home, 
preserving marriage and preventing 
divorce. 

The Marriage 
Contract 

Women have a rightful duty as 
equals with their mates in marriage to 
foster affection for each other, joined 
physically and spiritually in mutual 
respect, loyalty and devotion. 

We uphold these attributes as 
preconditions in sharing the 
responsibilities contracted in 
marriage. 

The Humanity 
of Motherhood 

Women have a rightful commitment 
to care for the physical and spiritual 
well-being of the family. 

We believe that children are a 
unique blessing and that offspring are 
the greatest rewards of marriage. 

The Eternity 
of the Jewish People 

Women have a rightful role in 
guarding our heritage and 
strengthening the life of our people. 

We reaffirm that intermarriage, 
assimilation, abortion and birth 
control threaten Jewish survival. 

Endorsed by National Organizations Including: 
Committee for Religious Observance of R.C.A. 
National Council of Young Israel 
National Committee tor Furtherance of 

Jewish Education 
Rabbinical Alliance of America 
Union of Orthodox Rabbis of U.S.A. and Canada 
Vaad Rabbonei Lubavltch 

JEWISH EDUCATED WOMEN ELECTING LIFE AND SURVIVAL 
We i.<mk .for your lwlvin this tremendous task: lo com111unicare these nwssages in newspapers, magazines, (Jn r.1dio and relevision; to sponsor speakers and 
cla.~ses; to prim and distribure literature and articles. Your generous conrribution in any amount of Chai-from S 180 (ten times Chai) lo $18 (Chai! will help 

support this •'ital cause. Your check payable to JEWEl.S is eligible for tax deduction. We welcome your personal or your O'l{lmization's inquiries. 

©copyright 1981. JEWELS. National Headquarters, :J73 Fifth Avenue. Suite 1093, New York. N.Y. 10016 (Zl.2) 756..'i700 

Upon n:'que.st by qua/(fied or_i;a11izalions permissif!n will b1! granted tu pub/i.'ih or reprint 1his ad1'ertisement. 
Thi• line Copyr(l\ht JE\VELS and the N.1tional f!eadquarters addre.~s rmisl appear as above. 



i,*;1,~1\mitsMBBOS'TABtE 
, 7A,i$1fU~~iit~i~;viw 

Most people think of wine, candles, and challah, when 
they hear the phrase Shabbos table. Mental pictures are 
drawn which include a large dining room table, spread 
with a clean white tablecloth and adorned with the 
family's finest silver and dinner ware. Places are set for 
all the members of the family, as well as relatives and 
guests who may be visiting that week. 

The Shabbos table, of course, includes not only what is 
set on the table, in honor of Shabbos, but also what 
happens around the table during Shabbos. Much of the 
very observance of Shabbos itself takes place around the 
Shabbos table. It is there that mother lights the Shabbos 
candles, father makes Kiddush, and Shabbos meals are 
enjoyed. 

In addition to the prescribed routine of the Shabbos 
table, there is also ample opportunity for the family 

Meir Wikler, A.C.S. W., is in private practice of individual, marital and family 
counseling. He lives in Brooklyn, N. Y. 

The author wishes to express his hakaras hatov lo his friend and colleague, 
Yaakov Salomon, for numerous helpful suggestions in the preparation of this article. 
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members to relate to each other in their own unique and 
special ways. Some families tell stories of family history 
at the Shabbos table. Other families engage in informal 
Torah study or say divrei Torah. Many families use the 
time to catch up with each other on the weekly goings
on of family life. 

The Sense of Belonging 

Because of the parent's long working hours, long days 
in yeshiva for the children, and all of those meetings and 
shiurim at night, many familles hardly gather all together 
as a family except at the Shabbos table. When the Shabbos 
table is the only experience shared by the entire family al 
the same lime, it becomes even more important and is 
looked forward to all the more by parents and children 
alike. 

Since the experience of the Shabbos table is common to 
all Orthodox Jewish homes, it is an opportunity to reaf
firm one's sense of belonging to his or her family. For 
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FACTORY OUTLET 
313 3rd Street 

Jersey City, N.J. 
(201) OL 9-9300 

DIRECTIONS: 
By Car: 14 blocks from 

Holland Tunnel 
By Train: 5 block from 

Grove St. PATH Station 

SPICIAL 
CONSIDERATION 

TO YESHIVA 
STUDENTS 

.. , ,,. :· ) 

~ 
'Jlo.tla, 

We have the largest 
selection of name brand 
men's hats in the world 
at lowest factory prices 
Try MODERN HATTERS and you'll discover

ITS MORE THAN WORTH THE TRIP! 

Chag Someach to our patrons and friends 
The Shachnow Families 

Sunday, 
May31, 1981 

Reserve the date 
for Agudath Israel of America's 

59th annual dinner at 
New York's Waldorf-Astoria Hotel 

this reason, when someone is away from home and 
family, he feels most lonely while sitting at someone 
else's Shabbos table. Furthermore, there are those who 
live alone and must be invited to someone else's Shabbos 
table each week. These people often feel most alone 
when they are making arrangements for Shabbosor wait
ing to be invited to someone's Shabbos table. 

Insights, Outlets, and Revelations 

The Shabbos table, at times, not only brings out the 
best of family life, but it can bring out the worst, as well. 
Families that are disorganized and frenzied, for exam· 
ple, find that coordinating a full scale Shabbos table is as 
insurmountable as planning the invasion at Normandy. 
With so many courses and so many plates, trips to the 
refrigerator, and different requests all at once, unless a 
family has a fairly good system of cooperation and 
organization, the Shabbos table can feel like a three ring 
circus! 

Some families with latent hostilities find that they can 
prevent open outbursts of anger during the week by 
avoiding each other and maintaining a "cold war" type 
of cease fire. At the Shabbos table, however, when the 
entire family is present, these dormant hostilities can 
emerge into a full blown argument. Considering all of 
the preparation that goes into a Shabbos table, it is most 
understandable that when such arguments do emerge 
to spoil the pleasure and tranquility of the Shabbos table, 
everyone feels deeply disappointed. 

A Tool ... and an Opportunity 

I often ask the families with whom I work to describe 
for me what the Shabbos table is like at their home. I find 
that each family's Shabbos table tells the true story of 
what that family's life is really like. 

The Shabbos table, of course, is much more than a 
diagnostic tool which can be used by a professional 
helping person to assess the quality of family life. The 
Shabbos table is most of all a great opportunity. As with any 
great opportunity, if it is exploited fully, the rewards are 
even greater. If, however, it is misused or abused, the 
despair and disappointment are equally great. 

Musical Chairs 

How can a family improve or enhance its own Shabbos 
table? The best way is to play musical chairs, figura· 
lively, of course. Let each member of the family"sit," so 
to speak, in someone else's "chair." How does it feel 
now? What would the Shabbos table be like for the father, 
for example, if he had to sit in the mother's chair? What 
would it be like for the mother if she had to sit in one of 
the children's chairs? Viewing the Shabbos table from 
someone's chair ca.n give each family member an idea as 
to what the Shabbos table means to someone else. The 
children, for example, may look forward to the delicious 
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food and happy zemiros. But are they aware of how 
hard mother works at the Shabbos table? Is father aware 
of how bored the small children can get? etc., etc. 

Playing musical chairs, as described here, does not 
guarantee a happy, pleasurable Shabbos table automatically. 
Much time and effort will be required to make signifi
cant improvements in the quality of family life. Im
provements, however, can be made. Even so, there are 
some families in which the conflicts are so great, the 
difficulties so chronic, and the disappointments so deep, 
that professional help is necessary to help them get back 
on the right track. 

A Special Shabbos Table 

Whenever anyone makes an effort to improve in a 
specific area, it certainly helps to have a clear goal in 
mind. More specifically, if the members of family want 
to improve their Shabbos table, they should have a clear 
mental picture of what a Shabbos table can become when 
its potential is fully realized. 

When I try to think of an exemplary Shabbos table, one 
particular family comes to mind immediately. There is 
so much one can learn about the beauties of Torah life 
just by sitting at their Shabbos table. While their sense of 
modesty would be violated by public identification, I do 
not think they would mind if I presented a brief descrip
tion of their Shabbos table. 

This Shabbos table is set like any other. Nothing is 
especially fancy; in fact, much of the table setting is 
quite plain. Only one feature stands out: the number of 

A Luxurious Hotel in the 
Heart of Boro Park 

Everv studio or suite 
has a kitchen and lots 
of n1odern conveniences. 

Enjoy a moderately
priced breakfast in 
the hotel Breakfast 
Room. We're near the 
'ubway, shops, restau
rants and synagogues 
and only thirty minutes 
from Manhattan. 

1206-48th Street 
(lrooklyn, New York 11219 

(212) 871-8100 

Call or write for free brochure. 
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11'14 Jlnrnb iirrnr!irrs' Qlnllrgr nf illllntttrrnl 
1750 Glendale Ave, Montreal, Quebec H2V1B3 

(514) 739-3614 

Our Seminary is now accepting dormitory 
applications for the forthcoming year. 
All out-of-town students who want to study in this 
well-rounded program, please write for an inter
view. 
Picturesque, European styled Montreal, is a 
beautiful setting for your Seminary education. 

WE GIVE COURSES IN: 

CHUMOSH CHILD PSYCHOLOGY 
NEVIIM METI-IODS OF 
DINNIM EDUCATION 
HEBREW SPECIAL EDUCATION 
TEFII.AH STUDENT TEACHING 
PARSHA ENGLISH LIT. & COMP. 
MEGILi.AH FRENCH CONVERSATION, 
JEWISH HISTORY LIT. & COMP. 
YAHADUS PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
EARLY CHIWHOOD On our own gym & pooll 

OUR STAFF MEMBERS ARE EXPERTS IN 
IBE FIELD OF HIGHER EDUCATION. 

Rabbi M. Barkany Mrs. P. Rabinowitz 
Dr. H. Biberfeld Mrs. E. Jacobs 
Miss C. Ciavarella Mrs. D. Taub 
Mrs. P. Epshtein Rabbi M. Tober 
Rabbi E. Finkelstein Rabbi P. Tessler 
Mrs. M. G!ustein Mrs. G. Weiss 
Rabbi M. Katz Mrs. Y. Wenger 
Mrs. M. Porges Dr. A Worenklein 

Rabbi S. Zeffren 

Our graduates also receive a government dip
loma (Quebec equivalent of Junior College) as, 
our Teachers' College is recognized by the 
Department of Education. 

Rabbi S. Aisenstark 
Principal 

Rabbi P. Hirschprung 
Chief Rabbi of Montreal 

President 
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YOU WON'T WANT TO MISS 

the 
adventures 

or 
JEREMY 

'lEVI 
by 'YajJ'a Ganz 

$3.95 

Registration for Semfoary iind Hlgl\ Sc;hool 
now being accepted 

BAIS YAAKOV INSTITUTE 
<if A two year Torah Studies education In 

the finest tradition of the "Beth Jacob 
School" Movement. · 

<ll( A one year Intensive teacher's training 
program. 

<if .A unique opportunity for professional 
degrees. 

<t Exceptional and experienced staff and 
faculty. 

<if High School Division founded In 1968. 

SCRANTON, PENNSYLVANIA 
A COMMUNITY DEVOTED TO 
THE TRADITION OF TORAH 

STUDY AND LEARNING 

For more information contact: 
Rabbi Yaakov Hain Rabbi Yaakov Schnaldman 
Dean RoSh Hayeshiva 
Bais Yaakov Institute Yeshivas Bais Moshe 
(717) 342·4247 (717) 346-9641 

Or write: 

BAIS YAAKOV INSTITUTE 
901 Olive Street 

Scranton, Pennsylvania 

place setting . Nobody has that many children! Even 
before the dining room fills with people you know 
immediately: this is a Shabbos table that includes many 
guests. 

The family and guests file in together with a mixture 
of solemnity and anticipation. Merely from the way 
people gather around the table, you know that this is an 
experience that takes place regularly but never feels 
repetitious. 

Father and mother are unquestionably King and 
Queen. No formal coronation takes place and neither 
one wears a crown. The royal stature of the parents is 
evident, however, in the kavod (respect) reflected in the 
faces of all who sit around this Shabbos table. 

As the stirring sounds of Shalom Aleichem are heard, a 
joyous journey begins into the unchartered depths of 
each individual as he or she reaches for private heights 
of ruchnius. 

Father recites Kiddush. It is the same Kiddush as is said 
in every home, and yet it is not at all identical. Father 
recites it alone but everyone is with him, hanging on to 
each word. No one makes an effort to pay attention. It is 
unnecessary because no one's mind has wandered. 

The zemiros are sung with no unique musical talent. In 
fact, some of the men are definitely off key! No one 
cares. The melodies fade into the background as the 
words take on special meanings. The zemiros are not 
simply pleasant tunes but become more like joyful! 
tefiilos. 

The food is tasty, but does not set any gourmet 
standards. Different standards, however, are used at 
this Shabbos table. here the food is seen as an opportunity 
to serve HaShem Yisborach. Although such a concept 
sounds somewhat ethereal and abstract, here it become 
a concrete reality. 

Boundaries between "family" and "guests" melt away 
at this Shabbos table: In tone and manner, words and 
actions, all is done to create a larger family atmosphere 
that makes everyone feel included. 

No one can be given an abundance of attention here. 
There are just too many people. The quality of atten
tion, though, more than makes up for whatever may be 
lacking in quantity. By the time the becher(wine goblet) is 
raised for Birkas Hamazon (Grace), everyone has been 
made to feel more than just noticed. 

The divrei Torah spoken here are an integral part of 
this Shabbos table. They are not added on or arbitrarily 
imposed. Instead, they flow as smoothly as honey and 

Be sure to notify us in ad· 
vance so that your copies 
will continue to reach you. 
The U.S. Postal Service will 
not forward magazines to 
your new address. 
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are just as sweet. No earth shattering chiddushim or 
brilliant Torah insights are offerred. Nevertheless, the 
verl/ach are highly valued by all who sit around this 
Shabbos table. What is special here is the unusual way in 
which the divrei Torahs seem to speak to each individual, 
on his or her own level, in a most personal and intimate 
fashion. 

Having sat at this Shabbos table even only once, opens 
up a whole new world of what shmiras Shabbos, in general 
and the Shabbos table, in particular, can accomplish. Like 
the sweetness of wine which lingers on long after being 
swallowed,the impact of this Shabbos table lingers on 
long after Havda/ah. People who have had the zechus to sit 
at this Shabbos table take inspiration back with them to 
other parts of the week and even other parts of the 
world. 

The inspiration of this Shabbos table is felt in many 
ways. Some have left to make deeper personal commit
ments to /imud Torah. Others have come away motivated 
to daven with greater kavanah. Still others experience a 
recharge of their spiritual battery which permeates 
every aspect of the Yiddishkeil. 

When I left this Shabbos table, I felt that I had gained a 
new insight into what it means to be part of the Am 
Segu/ah. In addition, I had a better grasp of what the 
home of Avraham Avinu must have been like. Finally, I 
came away with a burning resolve to try to emulate this 
experience at my own Shabbos table. 

In the final analysis, what makes the Shabbos table so 
special is something that is so obvious that it can, at 
times, be overlooked. The Shabbos table represents a 
regular weekly experience in Torah living which is 
shared all together by the entire family. As such, each 
family's Shabbos table reflects the uniqueness of that 
family's Yiddishkeil as if it were a kind of "family 
signature." 

Now, what do you think of when you hear the phrase, 
"the Shabbos table"? 1.T. 

MEN'S HATS 
and accessories at 
Big Discounts 

'~ . '" We feature: 
" ) .. ,·11 Habig• Dobbs• Borsalino 
" • ' I ' • Huckel 

. ~ ). & other famous brands 
- Best buys for your Passover 

n t5 tvi i tv;:, Jn needs at low. low prices 

Shoppers Delight1Nc. 
5021 • 12th Ave. (cor. Slst St.) Boro Park 

TEL: (212) 438-8889 /SHOMER SHABBOS 
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"MAOS CHIITIM" 
The Crown Heights Jewish Community 
Council distributes Passover food, 
Kosher L'Pesach, and cash subsidies 
to the poor and needy. Special atten· 
tion is given to the large Russian immi· 
grant population that has resettled in 
Crown Heights over the past years, and 
to the abandoned, elderly Jewish poor 
residing in East Flatbush, Brownsville, 
East New York and Bedford-Stuyvesant. 
Many individuals from other neighbor· 
hoods too, come to our offices, seeking 
Holiday Assistance, 
Throughout the entire week of Pesach 
the Council also maintains a Free Yorn 
T ov Kitchen open to all who are in 
need. Yorn T ov meals are served at: 
Friends of Refugees of Eastern Europe 
(F.R.E.E.), at 1683 President Street in 
Crown Heights, Brooklyn. Any individ· 
ual who cannot afford to prepare their 
own meals at home are welcome as 
non-paying guests at this Free Pesach 
Kitchen. 
We are compelled to rely on the gener· 
osity of the Jewish community to assist 
us with our annual MAOS CHITTIM 
campaign. 
Please send your Maos Chittim contri· 
butions to: 

Crown Heights 
Jewish Community Council 

387 Kingston Avenue 
Brooklyn, New York 11225 

All contributions are tax-deductible. For further 
information about this Maos Chittim campaign 
and/or about the Free Holiday Kitchen, please 
call Rabbi Yisroel Rosenfeld at 467-0166. 
Thank you 
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Reb Chaim Brisker, the Chofetz Chaim, Reb 
Chaim Ozer, the Ohr Someach, the Rogatchover 
Gaon, the Satmar Rav, the Gerrer Rebbe, the 
Vizhnitzer Rebbe, and many, many more ... 

Such names awaken feelings of nostalgia and in
spiration. The Torah Personality brings them to you 
with warmth, color, anecdotes and insights. 

This is a book to savor and read again and again. 
It is a book for every member of the family, a book 
that brings our heritage alive - by introducing us to 
some of the Torah legends of modern history. 

Thirty-two articles that present a picture of the 
people who symbolize The Torah Personality. 
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Soul 
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and 
philosophical 
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on the 
Jewish Year 

Purim will soon be here, followed by Pesach, 
Sefirah, and Shavuos. What did the great classic and 
contemporary thinkers say about these and a// the 
leading days in our spiritual year? 

The Maharal, Sefas Emes. Bais Ylsroel, Shem 
MiShmuel, Rav Samson Raphael Hirsch, Rav Eliyahu 
Eliezer Dessler, Rav Yitzchok Hutner are here. 
Among contemporary leaders - the Lubavitcher 
Rebbe, Rav Mordechai Gifter, Rav Nachman 
Bulman, and many more. Nearly thirty authors in all. 

Add meaning, understanding, depth, beauty, and 
Torah insight to every occasion of the year. Make 
your every observance a Season of the Soul. 

collected from the pages of The Jewish Observer 
by Rabbi Nisson Wolpin, editor 
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Rabbi Avraham Chaim Feuer 

Out of Many-One 
A Purim Message 

"Small people search for the petty 
differences that divide men. 
Great people seek the basic 
similarities that unite them." 

The Mussar School of Slabodka taught that all 
humans share greatness, for every man is a co1ossus of 
Creation, fashioned in the image of the Almighty. A 
fictional encounter between the legendary multimillio
naires, Rothschild and Rockefeller, serves as a parable to 
illustrate this truth. 

The two legendary magnates were comparing 
their enormous fortunes. Said Rothschild: "I own 
76 banks." 

*The opening statement of this article was expressed as a tribute in memory of Rabbi 
Alexander S. Gross n"j,.' in a hesped given by Rabbi B. Goldenberg at !he 1980 
convention of Torah U'Mesorah Principals. 

Rabbi Avrohom Chaim Feuer is the Rav of the Ohr Chaim Congregation in 
Miami Beach, Florida, and is a Maggid Shiur in the Beis HaMidrash of the 
Rabbi Alexander S. Gross Hebrew Academy. Rabbi Feuer is the aulhor of Arts~ 
croll's Tehillim and Ten Commandments. 
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Rockefeller thought for a moment and res
ponded:" As a matter of fact, I also have exactly 76 
banks." 

And so they continued-comparing mansions, 
stables of racing horses, yachts, carriages, jewel
ry-down to servants, and pieces of clothing, 
remaining surprisingly equal in every item. Finally, 
they compared cigarettes, with thirteen each! In 
desperation, they resorted to matchsticks, and 
Rothschild laid out seven matches. 

"Aha!" Rockefeller cried out triumphantly." Eight 
matches! My dear Rothschild, you are a pauper, an 
impoverished wretch! I have one match more than 
you!" 

The moral of this fable is self-evident: Every human 
being is an intellectual marvel, a work of astounding 
intricacy. All men share a myriad of common talents and 
endowments. Poor and rich, ignorant and wise, weak 
and strong-they are alike in countless ways. The rela
tively few factors that distinguish the wise man, the 
dollars that elevate the rich man-these are trivial 
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advantages compared to the common fortunes all men 
share. Let the rich and powerful and wise take notice of 
the essential gifts all men share, and their aloofness and 
sense of superiority will vanish. When impressed with 
basic similarities, one pays no heed to the petty differen
ces, which are as meaningless as a matchstick. 

Same-Not Merely Similar 

When comparing Jews, it is not sufficient to say that 
they share similarities. Jews are more than just simi
lar-they are one and the same. 

Rabbi Moshe Kordovero emphasizes this point in his 
classic, Tomar Devorah. The Talmud (Shavous: 39a) states: 
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Rabbi Dr. Shmaryahu Shulman, 
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Rabbi Shimon, Neuhouse, Dean, 

Bais Yaakov of Staten Island 
Rabbi Sholom Siegried, Director, 

Boys Town Jerusalem 
Rabbi Moshe Zachariash, 

Agudas Achim Anshei Chesed 

Thousands of missionaries roam the Holy 
Land, their goal: the conversion of as many 
Jews as possible. Help the P'OOS volunteers stop 
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"Kol Yisroel areivim zeh bazeh." Kordovero notes that liter
ally areivim means intermingled, to say that "All Jews are 
intermingled one within the other." No Jew is the exclu
sive master of a private soul, for by definition a Jewish 
soul is a composite of many soul fragments borrowed 
from all other Jewish souls. A sliver of Reuven is inside 
Shimon, a bit of Shimon is inside Reuven. We are all 
areivim, responsible for each other because we are arei
vim, mixed together with one another. If my neighbor 
has failed to discharge his obligation, I share in his 
failure because a part of me is inside of him. Jews are not 
merely similar, we are the same. We are one! "Love your 
neighbor as yourself"(Vayikra 19:18).because he is liter
ally a part of yourself. 
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Beth Jakob 
of Luzern Seminary 

which offers a high academic standard in 
a harmonious atmosphere under careful
ly guided supervision, is now consider
ing applicants for 1980-81. 

The principal, Rav Yisroel Ehrentreu, will 
again visit the USA for the annual fund
raising dinner in March. Personal inter
views will then be given. 

For further information, please contact: 
Mrs. Gitty Weinstock 

(212) 435-2067 
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Diversity and Harmony 

Midrash Tanchuma relates that when G-d created the 
world, the first letter He used was the Beis, in the word 
Bereishis, with which the Torah begins. The letter Aleph 
protested: "I am the first letter of the Hebrew alphabet. 
Creation should begin with me!" G-d comforted the 
Aleph: "Fear not, I will not neglect you. The holy Torah 
was created even before the world was formed, and 
when I will present the Torah to Israel I will begin my 
revelation with Anochi, a word that begins with Aleph." 

Rabbi Yaakov Moshe Charlop explains this dialogue 
homiletically. The Aleph argued that because it stands 
for "one" and "unity," it is the most appropriate letter 
with which to keynote creation. 

G-d had different thoughts, however. Better that the 
world should be created with letter Beis, the numerical 
equivalent of two. "Two" represents diversity, con
trast-even conflict. This is essential to the success of 
G-d's plan-a world full of challenge and opposition, 
where man strives to bring harmony of purpose to the 
diverse elements of the universe. The prime agent of 
bringing about such harmony is the Torah and its 
Commandments, which begin with Aleph, the letter of 
unity and oneness. 

The Jews who left Egypt were a fragmented lot, a 
multitude of diverse individuals. The Sinai experience 
merged these individuals into a solid mass, a unified 
nation. "And Israel encamped before the Mount" (She
vuos 19:2)-as one man, with one heart (Rashi, ibid ).At 
Sinai the Jew discovered his soul. He recognized within 
himself a reflection of the Divine that revealed itself 
upon the Mount. And when the Jew detected a similar 
Divine reflection in his fellow Jews, he knew then that 
all )~wish souls were one and the same, all the frag
ments were co-mingled and mutually responsible for 
each other. 

Scattered and Split Apart 

Time and history exacted their toll, and the impact of 
the Divine encounter at Sinai faded. The unity it fos
tered receded from sight. The Jewish nation slipped 
back into dissension and discord, alienated from its own 
self. Eventually exile and dispersion eradicated the very 
last vestiges of harmony that once had bound the people 
together. The discord was so manifest that the wicked 
Haman felt confident enough to slander the Jews to 
Achashveirosh: "There is one nation now scattered and 
split apart" (Esther 3:8). 

Haman plotted genocide. He refused to recognize the 
Jews' right to live as human beings and sought to 
butcher us like animals. How could Haman fail to see 
them as fellow men? If Jews detach themselves from 
one another and accentuate their differences, others 
become oblivious to any common human elements that 
bind us. The gentiles then see only the differences that 
set Jews apart from all people. 
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Haman raged: "Their ways are different from every 
other people ... therefore, it is not befitting for the king 
to tolerate them" (Esther 3:8). 

Israel stands at the core of the human coalition. When 
Jews unite and form the inner nucleus, the nations rally 
around them and follow their example. But if the 
nucleus crumbles, then the harmony of all the nations 
orbiting around the nucleus disintegrates and turns to 
chaos. Jewish brotherhood is the adhesion that keeps 
the world together. 

R emem~er the organiz~tion, that has been pJ~nw 
ning for Torah, speakmg for Toraoh and takmg 

decisive action fOr Torah for close to six decades . , . 
when you make your will. 

It is the best way to use your wealth of wisdom 
and experience from the past, to devote your finanw 
cial resources to the securing of future generations. 

Only Agudath Israel of America has been taking 
care of children in youth programs, pioneering in 
summer camps, sponsoring contests and study pro~ 
gran1s . , . 

Only Agudath Israel of America has been pub
lishing The Jewish Observer, Dos Yiddishe Vort and 
position papers . . . 

Only Agudath Israel has been running COPE 
iOr our community's vocational needs, Project 
RISE iOr Russian immigrants, JEP to reach out to 
kids who are far from Torah ... 

Only Agudath Israel of America speaks for you 
with dignity and force in the halls oflegislature and 
befOre government agencies ... 

Shouldn't Agudath Israel of America continue 
to do this for you-after you no longer can? 

Our legal advisors can guide you regarding cor
rect fOrms and procedures, tax advantages, and 
annuities (guaranteed income contracts). 

Write us today. 

Agudath Israel of America 
5 Beekman St. New York City, 10038 

- ----------
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Mordechai: The Key to Locked Hearts 

"There was Jewish man in Shushan, the capital, 
whose name was Mordechai, son of Yair, son of Shimi, 
son of Kish, a Benjaminite" (Esther 2:5). 

It as as a descendant of Benjamin that Mordechai was 
instrumental in uniting the Jewish people. The seeds of 
dissension in Israel were sown by the brothers who 
were estranged from their own flesh and blood, and sold 
Joseph into bondage without compunction or compas
sion. Only Benjamin did not participate in that trea
cherous act and preserved his loyalty to true brother
hood. 

Mordechai was known by other names, which reveal 
the essence of his personality. He was called "P'sach
ya-the key of G-d," because he solved the most puz
zling mysteries (Menachos 65a): When, in malice, one 
man locked up his heart and shut out his neighbors, 
Mordechai possessed the sensitivity and insight to 
fathom the secrets of the sealed soul, and reopened it to 
rapprochement. 

Furthermore, Mordechai was known as "Balshon", 
the mixer of languages !Bail Lishnil. Every member of 
Sanhedrin spoke seveny languages. Mordechai com
prehended the essence of these languages more inti
mately than all others. "He mixed languages together 
and explained them" (Menachos 65a), i.e. he showed how 
all diverse tongues are essentially derived from one root 
and how they are basically co-mingled because they 
share similarities. Mordechai tore down the language 
barrier, the fort!ign ton~ue, which aiienates one man 
from his neighbor. 

The Talmud (Chullin 139b) asks: Where is Mordechai 
alluded to in the Torah? In the verse "mord'ror-flowing 
myrrh", (Shemos 30:22), which Targum renders as "mira 
dachia" [which both in spelling and sound resembles 
"Mordechai"]. Myrrh is the foremost of the eleven spi
ces that were mixed to make the ketores, the sacred 
incense of the Temple. It has been suggested that the 
flowing myrrh was the catalyst in the elaborate process 
that brought together a wide variety of distinct odors 
and pungent scents, and blended them into an exqui
sitely delicate fragrance. (See Ramban in Ki Sisa for a 
related thought.) Most wondrous of all was the inclu
sion of chelbena in this recipe, for this spice had a foul, 
repulsive odor. Nevertheless, the myrrh formula neu
tralized the vile scent and transformed chelbena into an 
essential ingredient, which enhanced the superb quality 
of the incense mixture. From this the Talmud (Kerisus 
6b) derives a homiletic lesson: When ten Jews unite for 
prayer, they should include even the repulsive sinner in 
that prayer assembly. When Jews unite, they create an 
atmosphere of brotherhood, which encourages love and 
harmony. This atmosphere arouses the best impulses
even those hidden deep and dormant in the darkest 
heart-and hearts join together in a symphony of sup
plication. Mordechai was master of such orchestra
tion-he was flowing myrrh. 
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Mamelstein Caterers, Inc. 
The finest in Glatt Kosher catering has 
been proudly serving the Jewish 
community with distinction and im
peccable class for the last 35 years. 

We cater at all leading hotels in the 
metropolitan area, at Leonards in 
Great Neck, Crest Hollow Country 
Club, and place of your choice in the 
tri-state area. 

for inquiries call: 
Edm.und Mermelstein 

778-3100 
nowi iw:;, .ll"i 

Supervl•lon by the Rabbinate of Khat Ada• YNhurun can 6• arranotld 
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Not surprisingly, the Megillah concludes with the fol
lowing description of this great leader:" And Mordechai 
was a great man among the Jews, and popular with the 
multitude of his brethren; he sought the good of his 
people and was concerned with their welfare for all 
posterity" (Esther 10:3). 

Why did Mordechai's fame spread far and wide? 
Because he was a man of harmony who sought nothing 
but harmony! (Esther Rabbosi 10:12) 

A Return to Sinai 
Mordechai's goal was to re-unite the Jews, and Esther 

was his accomplice. She worthy of the role. 

GLATT KOSHt:R 
CATt:Rt:RS 

5urprise yourself how a{ford;Wle are 
the luxu;ies in life/ Inquiries graciously 
inu/ted. Call Moshe Pf<tut or Moshe 
Gordon at 

For your upcoming Simcha may we 

suggest the lavishly appointed manor, the 

festive atmosphere right in the heart of Brooklyn. 

Avoid the Jong trek to next-to-nowhere and your guests 

will love you all-the way baCk home. 

We offer the widest selection of food and drink. Our exclusive 

4-Star- ••• Smorgasbord features traditional Simcha staples plus 
Oriental delicacies that make a Paradise Perfect Affair. We accommodate 

I 50 to 500 guests. 

p"'l1:i1J:i JP i••ino7 noo7 ;w:: 
nn1w;i nnn 

M"t"';i;v 11P)'!IW ?1"1:1' ::l?ll'' :110 

M"t;•';o117 :i1;t;01M!l ll'.":'110 J:l 
M"t;•'?w p•:i ;iwo ,, 1nu:i ::i:i 1nm 

FOR THE PEOPLE WHO LOOK FOR 
EXCELLENCE IN FISH 

MAKE SURE TO HAVE DAGIM 
AS YOUR YOM TOV DISH 

fish Mish Ground White ti Pike 

White fish Steaks 
Flounder fillets 

Sole Fillets 
Cod Fillets 

Trout 
Canned Tuna & Salmon 

Best Wishes for a nniv1 ilV:J ln 

DAGIM TAHOR/M CO., Inc., Brooklyn. New York 11.204 
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Esther would captivate all who saw her (Esther 2:15). 
RabbiYehudasaid: She was like a statue upon which a 
thousand people gaze and all admire equally (Midrash). 
Rabbi Eleazar said: Everyone claimed that they detected 
traits in Esther that resembled those of his nation, and 
each claimed Esther for his own (Megillah 13a). Inspired 
by Mordechai, Esther proclaimed, "Go assemble all of 
the Jews" (Esther 4:16). Let us contradict Haman's 
slander that the Jews are scattered and split apart; let us 
assemble all Jews in unity and mutual determination 
(Manos Levi). 

Mordechai and Esther succeeded, Haman and Amalek 

Try Our Crispy 
Tasteful .Matzohs 

Baked On Our 
New Improved Machines 

Under the Hashgacha of the 
Beis Din Zedek of Kahal Adas Yereim 

RAV EZRIEL L/;IBOWITZ, N"t0'7!V 
We Stop Our Machines and Entire Production 

Every 17 Minutes 

We Ask All Store and Hotel Owners to 
Place Their Orders in Time 

CALL: 

ADAS YEREl.M MATZOH PROD. 
319 Bedford Ave., B'klyn, N.Y. (212) 782·'2,787 

or Contact Distrib. F. ltzkou.1itz 
148 Lee Ave., B'klyn, N.Y. (212) 855-3964 

Werdyger Travel. the award winning Travel Agency, help 
you plan every step of your trip,· the best places to stay as 
well as the best sights to see. 
For even the most adventurous traveller. travel 
arrangements should be no adventure! 

Werdgger Travel 
1301 - 47 Street 
Brooklyn. N.Y. 11219 

(212) 438·5757 
Specializing in vacation and Business Trips throughout the world. 
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were defeated, and a new holiday of Purim was intro
duced into Judaism. Moreover, "The Jews confirmed 
and undertook upon themselves and their posterity, 
and upon all who might join them" (Esther 9:22). The 
Talmud (Shabbos 88a) comments: At Sinai they had 
pledged their fidelity to G-d and His Law, but that 
acceptance had been undermined. Now, in the days of 
Achashveirosh, they reconfirmed the pledge that they 
had undertaken long before. 

Purim. A return to Sinai. A return to unity. 

Separatism and Regionalism 

In our times, the ideals of true brotherhood and har
mony survive only as a distant dream. Selfishness and 
greed have spawned countless "special interest groups," 
which slash at the fraternal fabric of society. What 
remains of social unity is a tattered crazy-quilt of mis
matched patches ever so loosely held together by the 
flimsiest thread of concern for common welfare and 
protection. 

Rather than seeking similarites, men strive to accen
tuate their differences. They call it local color, regional 
pride. The merest speck of sand or soil is hailed as a 
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Staying Home This Summer? 
for the unique Day Camp experience 

CAMPBROCHA 
4915 AvenueJ 

Brooklyn, N.Y. 11234 
FOR GIRLS AGES 6-14 AND 
GIRLS AND BOYS AGES 3·5 

• Fully Air·Conditioned Building 
• Hot Lunches-Kitchen on Premises-Cho/ou 

Yisroel 
• Fully Equipped Pools and Outdoor Play Area 
•Spacious Gym and Auditorium 
• Experienced Staff of Teachers and Group 

Leaders 
• Daily Shiurim and Learning Groups 
• Special CJ. T. Program (must have completed 

grade 8) 
• Transportation Auailab/e From Boro Park, 

Flatbush, Canarsie, Seagate, Williamsburg. 

Eight Weeks - $ 350.00 
July 6 • July 31 $ 200.00 

August 3 · August 28 $ 200.00 
l 0% Discount For Registration 

before /11arch 15, 1981 
763·5500 / 375-7798 

Sponsored Bais Yaakou of f7atbush 

sovereign nation. The least strip of land secedes and 
proclaims itself a separate state. Sundry regions retreat 
into their own limited borders, and struggle passion
ately to break away from the motherland. The slightest 
variation of language, dialect, custom or temperament 
is deemed sufficient grounds for withdrawal from the 
national commonwealth. Self-esteem has been blown 
out of all proportion and has ballooned into an arrogant 
attitude of divisiveness and rift which shatters society 
into dangerous, dissonant splinter groups. 

Weare One 

In times like these, the Purim message carries special 
significance. Rabbi Yoseif Chaim Sonnenfeld would say: 
On Purim we perform the milzva of l'11lr.l ni7ivo, sending 
gifts; !U'K, every man, inyi7, lo his friend. The numerical value 
of !V'K is 311. The numerical value of inyi7 is 311. A 
Purim gift is a display of love and friendship, it cements 
our camaraderie, it tightens the bonds of society. It 
reminds us that every man and his friend are similar. No! 
More than just similar-equal! No, more than just 
equal-the same! We are one!! ~'i". 

HAVE YOO EVER ASKED 
YOURSELF THESE QUESTIONS 

HAPPY with your present knowledge 
of Judaism? 
SEARCHING for a place to continue 
your Jewish studies on your own 
level? 
RETURNING from study in Israel and 

--- need some help in getting settled? 

ARE 
YOO 

INTERESTED in participating in a 
unique Shabbos experience at a beau
tiful rural area less than one hour 
from New York City? 
LOOKING for a Chavrusa with whom 
you can spend a few hours a week 
learning Torah? 
WONDERING where you can borrow 
books of interest on various Jewish 
topics? 
WAITING to talk to someone about 
your Jewish future? 

If your answer is yes to any of the above ques
tions, please call or write to us now. We can help 
you! 

Chizuk-The Torah Link 
Five Beekman Street, New York, NY 10038 

(212) 791-1848 
Chizuk - The Torah Link is an agency of the 

Agudath Israel World Organization 
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COMPLETE IN ONE VOLUME 

Never before has there been anything like 

TheLivh'! 

·.. · .. 
The most readable translation of the Torah ever made. By Rabbi Aryeh Kaplan, the most•; 
skilled translator, and one of the foremost Torah scholars of our time,. ...... ~ 
All sections dealing with matters of law translated according to the accepted Talmudic deci- .. ; 
sions. • The most comprehensive index of the Torah ever made. ~,.. .. ., 
Copious notes explaining all obscure ideas, words, names and places. . . . ' 
Alternative translations provided in the notes. • Cross references. ·~ 

1 
Illustrations clarifying the Tabernacle, the Priestly Vesunents, and all obscure plants, animals'' 
and birds. • Maps and Genealogical Charts. ·.~· 
The text divided according to the natural divisions <parshoth) of the Torah, with each parshah ~'(. 
headed. • Table of Contents of all parshoth. ::,>. .. ~. 
Annotated bibliography listing the more than 600 works consulted in writing this translation'!·=. -.J• 

~ . 
• Please send me the following copies of The Living Torah: 

BROOKLYN, NEW YORK 11219 

Name 

Address 



at the 
RYE TOWN HILTON 

699 Westchester Avenue Port Chester. New York Town of Rye 

Garden Weddings 
Bar Mitzvah Weekends 

Magnificent Country Setting 

Call Your Hilton Reservation Service - Group Center. Ivan Brent 
(914) 939-6300 ][ Director of Catering 
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Nissan Wolpin 

''Welcome Home!" 
The View From Room 925 

Excitement hung in the air, like-like yellow strea
mers from the bare limbs of the trees in City Hall Park. 
An hour before starting time people were five-six deep 
along the parade route on Broadway. The hostages 
came home and New York City was presenting them 
the key to the city and the key to its citizens' hearts. 

My business was on the desk in room 925 at Five 
Beekman Street, where Chizuk-The Torah Link (the 
Agudath Israel World Organization's reach-out effort) 
maintains its offices. My discussions were with the 
Chizuk director, Rabbi David Goldwasser, but my 

IS RAEL 
Burials and American Disinterments 

Fll<l71Ml/) ;'li';)'l/) 
announces that RIVERSIDE cont;nues to be the only ricensed 

!unera1 director ,n the U S ab1e to e11ect 

Transfer to Israel within the same day 
Har Hamenuchot 

And all Cemeteries In Israel 
RIVERSIDE also is available as the 

Sole agent for Sanhadrea Cemetery 
RIVERSIDE only can otter !hrs service 

Enroute to Israel within the same day 
• Strict adherence to Halacha and M1nhag1m 

• Arrangments made during l1fet1me with no ob1tga11on 
• Chapel secured 1n any community 

RIVERSIDE 
Memorial Chapel, Inc. Funeral Directors 

MANHATTAN 
180 Wes! 76th St (a! Amsterdam Ave J N Y N Y I EN 2·6600 

BROOKLYN- 310 Coney lslano Ave !Ocean Parkway 
at Prospect Park), Brooklyn. N Y / UL 4-2000 

BRONX: 1963 Grand Concourse (a1 179th St). Bronx. NY I LU 3-6300 
FAR ROCKAWAY 12-50 Central Ave. Far Rockaway.NY I FA 7-7100 

And The Westchester Riverside Memorial Chapel, In<: 
21 West Broad Street, Mt Vernon. NY / (914) MO 4- 6800 

Chapels m Miami. M1arm Beach. Hollywood, Svnnse. Florida 
Carl Grossberg I Andrew F1er I Solomon Shovlson 

For generations a symbol of Jewish Tradition 
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attention was directed out the window. Finally the 
parade began and we stood side by side looking out the 
window, across Park Row, beyond the park, over thou
sands of heads to the confetti-covered break in the 
crowd: 

A roar . . , a police escort. , . a video !ruck, with camera
men grinding away al the scene following them up Broadway, 
under the umbrella of still more video men, airborne by TV 
helicopters ... a brass band of over a hundred men (]counted 
them) in dazzling gold-trimmed burgundy uniforms, bang
ing, fooling, oompah-ing away , .. thirty burgundy-clad 

this ~lication 
is available in 
microfon11 

-----------Please send me additional information. 
University Microfilms International 
300 North Zeeb Road 
Dept. P.R. 
Ann Arbor, Ml 48106 
U.S.A. 

18 Bedford Row 
Dept. P.R. 
London, WC1R 4EJ 
England 

Name ________________ _ 

Institution 
Street _______________ _ 

City ____________ -----
State __________ Zip ____ _ 
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Analyzes. 
Evaluates. 
Comments. 
Inspires. 

THE 

Reports. 
Reviews. 
Reflects. 
Projects. 

JEWISH 
OBSERVER 
Wedo more 

than just observe. 
Subscribe, Renew or Give 

The Jewish Observer now and save. 

• One Year/$12.00 (for ten issues) 
• Two Years/$21.00 (a $30 value) 
• Three Years/$28.00 (a $45 value) 

(Add $1 per year for overseas subscriptions) 
Clip and save 

The Jewish Observer 
5 Beekman Stnet IN-Yost. N.Y. 10038 

D One Year $12.00 D Two Years $21.00 
D Three Years only $28.00 

Send magazine to, 
Nlllle ............................................ . 

Addreu ............ .............................. . 

City ................... . S-/Zlp . ................. . 

From, 
N ................................................ .. 

Addreu .......................................... . 

City .................... S-/Zlp ................. .. 

D Enclose gift card D Bill me, $ . . . . D Enclosed, $ .. . 

DAX 

(Israel subscriptions - via ailfreight $16) 

drum-majors twirling batons in unison through the air ... 
and then-one former hostage and his family in a glistening 
black limousine . .. cheers, screams, yellow ribbons rain down 
on the hero . .. Next-another motorcycle brigade, another 
brass band-seventy seven men in maroon, another baton
twirling corps, followed by-cheers' confetti! ribbons
anolher hostage with his family, in their own sleek black 
limousine . .. And so it continued ad infinitum, it seemed. 

We sat down, and Reb David reported on his activi
ties-the Hotline (a telephone service advertised in The 
Village Voice and campus newspapers, for answering 
queries regarding Judaism), the chavrusa service (match
ing interested parties with a study-partner), the trials of 
the alumni of the Israeli baa/ teshuva yeshivas returning 
"home" to the States, where there is no home ... 
because parents are often anti- or non-religious; former 
friends have pursued other paths and there is no sup
port group waiting to take them by the hand and help 
them adjust to life in America ... no one to make them 
feel welcome in a hostile terrain. 

I recalled a Shacharis in a local shtiebel several years ago. 
After .. Oleinu, .. a jet-black bearded, mod-dressed fellow with 
rimless aviator glasses (that year's campus uniform) said 
Kaddish: .. Yilgadal veyil kadash .... , Sephardi pronuncia
tion, but not a Sephardi or an Israeli either, by a long shot. 
What's his story? After davening I offered him .. Shalom .. and 
asked him where he's from, who he's saying .. Kaddish .. for, 
and so on. 

He smiled and answered briefly telling me how he became 
attracted lo Yiddishkeil just before his late fathers passing; the 
time he spent in Boston al the Rebbe's; and then-hesitating a 
moment- he put his hand on my arm: "1 want to thank you 
for-uh-saying Hello ... 

I looked al him quizzically ... You see,'• he explained, .. I live 
here for six months and you're the first person to say anything 
to me." 

My face must have expressed shock because he quickly put 
his hand on my arm again, reassuringly, "Ifs not that 1 don't 
have friends. I do. But you're the first stranger to say 'Hello' lo 
me." 

Out of the window, the fourth of the twenty-one 
heroes was getting his due on Broadway at Barclay 
Street. It was an unprecedented outpouring of warmth
and why not? It feels good to make someone else feel 
good .... 

Reducing things to their crucial elements, however, 
one realizes that the 52 were only passive actors in an 
international melodrama. They were seized through no 
fault of their own, and released through no derring-do 
of their own. Diplomatic machinations and intrigue did 
their part, and after 444 dreadful days, the long
suffering hostages were released-pawns in an interna
tional power-play, moved from darkness to light by the 
hands of distant chess players. But never ration glory 
with an eye-dropper. They're entitled to their welcome. 

I picked up a folder on Goldwasser's desk ... notes on 
a Hotline phone-call pleading for help from Eureka, 
California: "It was so meaningful in Dvar Yerusha-
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layim, but now I'm alone, so full of questions .... "-A 
"how do you kosher a kitchen?" call from Plainview, N.j. 
... "What's a get? and do I really need one if I re
marry?" -from the Washington, D.C. area .... Hos
tages of a hedonistic, pleasure-bent society, who sense 
that life is not meant to be a dungeon of self indulgence, 
or a life-sentence on a prison-ship aimlessly adrift on 
chartless seas. 

And they've sprung themselves loose! They've set 
themselves free! They made it to a class, a lecture, and 
then on to a yeshiva .... Hostages no longer! Don't 
these people each deserve his and her own sleek black 

limousine, proceeded by his/her own brass band, baton
twirling platoon, followed by a special police escort? 
Don't they each deserve cheers, and streamers of every 
color of the rainbow-to reflect the multi-faceted temp
tations they've had to overcome to reach the truth of 
Torah? Aren't they entitled to the key to the city, to our 
homes, to our time, our patience, our guidance, our 
hearts? Not just for two hours, once in a lifetime, but 
again and again and again?-or at least to a simple 
Hello? 

We must not neglect our heroes-especially since they 
are such authentic heroes. ~'i'. 

YESHIVA OF STATEN ISLAND 
Announces the continuation 

of our successful summer program on the beautiful 68-acre 
campsite in the Catskills for Grades 7, 8, and up 

• SHIURIM •EXCELLENT MECHANCHIM • YESHIVA RUA CH• 
• RecreationalActivities• Supervised and Varied• Boating, Swimming, Basketball, etc.• 

TORN YOUR SUMMER INTO 8 EXCITING AND FULFILLING WEEKS. 
STAFF POSITIONS AVAILABLE; Please call 633·2056 

ANNOUNCES THE SPECIAL 
COMMOTll'IG PROGRAM for THE COMING ELLOL ZMAl'I 

FOR BORO PARK, FLATBUSH, AND SURROUNDING COMMUNITIES 

•TRANSPORTATION TO AND FROM THE YESHNA FOR 9th GRADERS• 
• SHABBOSIM AT HOME FOR THOSE WHO WISH• 

INTERVIEWS AND VISITING SHABBOSIM FOR HIGH SCHOOL AND BAIS HAMEDRASH 

Please Call: 3564323 ( 12-4) 
. . 

Haolam, the most trusted name in Cholov Yisroel Kosher Cheese. 
A reputation earned through 25 years of scrupulous devotion to qualiry 
and kashruth.Wirh 12 delicious varieties. Under the strict Rabbinical 
supervision ofK'hal AdasJeshuru~, N.Y. 
Haolam, a trndition you'll enjoy keeping. I I 

Kosher for Passover 
Cholov Yisroel 

THURM "OS WORWCHmoco. "U· NOW YORK. N.Yao 
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CONSIDERING 
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING? 

WHY NOT THE BEST? 

I 2;Tu;~:mal Instl~ 
5 Beekman Street, Suite 700, New York, N.Y. 10038 

Llcen1ed hy the Ntw Yor• State lducaflon Deportment 
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BOOKS 
We have commented on previous occasions upon the 

writings of Rabbi Shimon Eider, which have set a most 
enviable standard of perfection worthy of emulation by 
others. The latest of his publications is the fifth pam
phlet in the series of Halachos of Pesach (Lakewood, 
1981, $2.50). It is devoted specifically to the laws of Erev 
Pesach that falls on Shabbos. as this year, and follows the 
general pattern of the author's works: very clear and 
systematic presentations; recommended course of ac
tion, together with a mention of divergent views where 
indicated; elaborate footnotes in Hebrew in which the 
source and reason for all halachic statements is given so 
that the interested (and qualified) reader can delve into 

' • • • • 

the original sources. Completeness, clarity and prac
ticality are the marks of this work. 

The exigencies of calendar have also brought about 
the publication of Bircas HaChammah, an ArtScroll 
Mesorah Series volume by Rabbi ]. David Bleich, with 
overviews by Rabbi Nosson Scherman (New York, 1980, 
hard cover: $8.95; paper back: $5.95). This books is 
devoted to all aspects of this blessing of the sun, which is 
pronounced once every 28 years, this year on April 8. 
The overviews and the first chapter deal with the ideas 
underlying the ritual; the prayers, and their sources are 
discussed in full; and there is a lucid exposition of the 
Jewish calendar. Thus, this book is not merely a halachic 
guide; however, the presentation of the laws of Bircas 
Hachammah occupies a central place in it-they are 
given in concise form, and elaborate footnotes provide 
the background in the codes and responsa literature. 
The usefulness of the volume is greatly enhanced by the 
inclusion of time charts for different locations, and 
according to the different views when the blessing is to 
be recited. 

Thousands of Russian Jewish children are being snatched 
away from Yiddishkeit by missionaries and becoming totally 
assimilated right in our neighborhoods! And most of us are 

standing around and doing nothing about it! 

Come and show your concern at an 
HISTORIC MASS RALLY FOR THE CHINQCH OF 

"YALDEI RUSSIA" 
called by the Gedolei Yisroel 

with the participation of 
Hagaon Harav Ho'Admor M'Satmar-

Yaakov Kamenetsky Sighet 
K"~'7tv K"~'7tv 

Sponsored by 

BE'ER HAGOLAH INSTITUTES 
Sunday, March 29th, 1981 - 2:30 P.M., 23 Adar II, 5741 

at the huge auditorium of 
NEW UTRECHT HIGH SCHOOL 

Ho'Admor 
M'Bobov 

16th Ave., & 80th St., Brooklyn, N.Y. No Solicitations 
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Also of particular interest at this time, but very dif
ferent in nature, is the Mitzva Encyclopedia, Laws and 
Customs of Passover Matzos, Volume I and II by Rabbi 
Yehuda Gross (Brooklyn, 1981 $7.95). In this work the 
author has gathered extracts from a wide range of 
rabbinic literature, and in particular from Chassidic 
works, to show the importance of performing the milzva 
of malza in the most perfect manner. In the first volume 
he discusses the need for special stringency in all mat
ters pertaining to food on Pesach, and emphasizes that 
everyone should supervise the baking of his own matzos. 
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SCHICK'S 
MANOR 

4901 • 12th Ave., B'ilyn 

Offering the Finest in Elegant 
Glatt Kosher Catering 

in our 
Beautifully Designed Ballroom 

Ideal :For Small or Larger Simchas 

853-6329 
Separate Take Home Food Dept. 

Open Daily 

A HEW RADIO iiNG~l I)\ t} 
~ fl 14-{r 
""!!'! 0 

by the JEWISH 
EDUCATION 

PROGRAM 
Every Tuesday Evening from 6,QO - 6'30 on 

WHBI FM· 105.9 Stereo 
MUSIC, MEWS, TORAH THOUGHTS 

CONTESTS AND MORE 
Sponsored by: 

AIJIA S1UDI05 THE GREATER NY. SAYINGS BAN< 
FLOHRS GIFT SHOP THE NEGINAH ORCHESTRA 
BENNY'S IMPEX CORP. SORO PARK LUMBER 

TUNE IN & ENJOY! 
Also listen to our Thursday Program 6:Cl0-6:30 on WH81 FM 105.9 

The second volume is devoted to the details of the 
eating of malza. Many incidental topics are touched on 
(such as the proper way for examining lettuce and the 
halachic problems of medications). With the exception 
of the question of halachic measurements, where the 
author brings all major opinions, his halachic approach 
is based on Chassidic practice (i.e. prohibition of machine 
matzos and of "soaking" matzos); however, the mussar 
extracts and the stories of how great lzaddikim observed 
the milzvos of Pesa ch will be of interest and an inspiration 
to all readers. 

NOBODY BEATS 
OUR DEALS! 

Israel from $599· 
* Lowest Student Rates, * Best Group Fares. * Year-Round Tours. 

* Least Expensive Fares to all Destinations. 

Ba D ~Travel Associates 
420 Madison A,e., New York, N.Y. 10017 (212) 223-0484 

NEWFOR1981 
Williamsburg Y - Boro Park Y 

SUMMER DAY CAMPS 
Camp Director-Ellie Kastel 

• YESHIVA CHILDREN Ages 5>HO 
(located on the Kaufmann Campgrounds in Staten Island) 

• NURSERY Ages 3-5 (at PS 105 in Soro Park) 

• TWEEN CAMP Ages t0-t3(attheBoroParkY) 

• CITPROGRAMtort4yearolds 

OPEN HOUSE and REGISTRATION 
EVERY SUNDAY 11-3 PM 

AT THE BORO PARKY ONLY! 

• SLEEPAWAYIDAYCAMPOPTIONS 
• 4 and 8 WEEK SESSIONS-SMALL GROUPS 
• FREE TRANSPORTATION, lunches and snacks 

• FULL PROGRAM . . arts and crafts, singing, hiking, folk 
dancing, pioneering, cookouts and trips 

• SWIMMING daily supervised by Red Cross instructors 

• LEARNING and davening daily in all camps 

• STAFF are Yeshiva-educated, mature and experienced 
(staff positions are still available) 

CALL 438·5921 for free brochure 
Bero Park Y, 4912-14th Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y. 

Where we provide a 12 month service to our members! 
Ask for our NEW program brochure of activities for all ages 

Member agencies of the Federation of Jewish Philanthropies of N. Y. 
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We are honored to announce the establishment by the 
Rabbonim of the 

Rabbinical College 
:Kol Torah 

in JERUSAI.EM 
ofa 

MEMORIALSCHOIARSHIPFUND 
in honor of 

RAV DR. JOSEPH BREUER, 'i"~i 
The first $85,000 have already been donated to the Fund which has set a 
goal of $150,000 needed to give ten Bachurim the opportunity to study at 
all times at the Yeshivah, in honor of Rav Breuer, 'i11:i:1. 

We invite everyone to participate in this great Mitzva and ask that you kindly 
send your contribution (tax deductible) to 

AMERICAN FRIENDS Of THE RABBINICAL COLLEGE 
KOL TORAH of JERUSALEM 

c/o Walter M. Strauss 
900 West 190th Street, New York, N.Y. 10040 
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Don't Bl IV w1·ne At Kedem all employees are 
.. .! Shomer Shabbos. This enables 

for us to make all our 1. 5 and 3 liter 
- bottles not S,iui::it.i t", as many of our 

Untl.l "ou customers pr~fer. If .your taste calls for natur
•• ally sweet wines with no sugar added, then 

Ra~d 111•is only Kedem carries a complete line of Matuk 
._.. e Royale wines. If you would rather have 1" 

S,iui::ir.i (as do hotels and caterers) then our smaller sized bottles in 750 ml 
and 6. 3 oz. are just right. Don't forget that every process from crushing to 
bottling takes place in Kedem's own wine cellars. This allows us to maintain 
the highest standards of quality and kashruth KE 
for you. So this Pesach ... Make it Kedem. 

Under the strict supervision of the Tzelemer Rov 

*The greatest gift we can 
give a child born DEAF is 
thejoy of hearing and the 
ability to communicate. 

H 
.. ~',.~--

eanng D1agnos1s 
and Evaluation Center 

Kedem Wine Corp. N.Y. N.Y. 

"9HEMAVA" U...i.r.! .. ~ 8-1 a...i. 
Qr_ Minka Hilde!lll<limer 

T-1'• TrMlll119 Prog .. rn, Ofallfm 
Or. lio"81 Cohen 

H.l.D. Sound Waves 
Spreading over Oceans. 

----------------~ 
Yes! I would like to join the wonderful members of Hebrew [ 

I Institute for the Deaf who are helping the Jewish Deaf Child the "One of the 
greatest achievements ! World over. I 

I Enclosed is my Friendship contribution: All contributions are I 
I tax deductible. 

I D $J5 Supporting Friend D $JOO Patron Frtend 1 
1 D $30 Contributing Friend D $300 Life Friend J 

I D $50 Sponsoring Friend D Other I 
I Name ______________ _ 

; Address [ 

in the world 
is that 

of a child born deaf 
who learns to talk" 

Alexander Graham Bell 
: City/State/Zip i 
LSen"._'.o_:_ H~~ ~'.:? ~7~ ~tr=::_Brooklyn, N.Y.2120'.'.: __ --'-------------------' 
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A Purim Passing 
the "tzeddaka gabbai" who could 

not miss the holiday of giving 

Hanoch Teller 

Jerusalem-city of many charities, 
and the best of gabboim (coliectors, 
treasurers). The City once had, not 
very long ago, a major architect. He 
erected palaces and skyscrapers out 
of chessed, sculpted out of tzeddaka. 
Reb Yoseif Binyomin Rubin was 
perhaps the greatest gabbai tzeddaka 

Jerusalem has known in recent time. Directly after his wedding, during the 
week of Sheva Brachos, adorned in a shtrei
mel and bekashe and accompanied by a sho
mer (guard), he stood on the street corner 
collecting tzeddaka. 

One cannot transcend overnight. 
His capacity for charity was partly 
indigenous, and partly cultivated. 
The result was an oak so towering 
and mighty that he became a legend 
in his very own time. From the time 
that he was a child he seemed to 
have an inner drive to give tzeddaka, a 
drive which would not afford him 
rest. 

"Do the poor people have lo suffer just 
because I have a simcha?" 

Hanoch Tell er, an American studying in Jerusa
lem, is a frequent contributor to these pages. 

MIGDAL 
to\vers above 
~~~all •.• 

' 
' /;· 

( 

Highest in quality, 
outstanding in flavor 

and a large selection of 
cheese favorites. Make 

sure that your next 
cheese is Migdal. 

It's nn call tale 
when they say 
that "Migdal" is 
the most trusted 
name in Kosher 
cheese. 

Undc• the m1<t 
Rabbtmcal supcrv.,1on of 
K'h•l Ada.jcshurun. NY 

MIGDAL 
KOSHERFORmssovER 

•SLICED AMERICAN• SLICED SWISS• SU CED MUE.NSTER •SU CED 
COLBY• BABY GOUDA• BABY MUENSTER• CHEDDAR STICKS 

•HICKORY SMOKED BAR & SLICED• LOW-SODIUM CHEESE• BABY FARMER'S 
CHEESE• MUE.1'.ISTER CHUNK• MOZZARELLA CHUNK & SLICED 

THURM BROS., WORLDCHEESECO. INC, NEW YORK. N.Y. 
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He revolutionized giving tzeddaka 

This Passover 

(io~ 
MILK 

100% PURE 
RANGE JUIC:E -
100% PURE 

GRAPEFRUIT JUICE 
All our products are Kosher L'pesach 
and under the Strid Supervision of 
Rabbi Bernard Levy @ Laboratories, 

Khal Yltev Lev D' satmar 
Kehllas Yakov D' pupa 

~~ahal Adas Yerlem (Vel'ner Kehlla). ii 
~ nn'<n 'l'Gl::i )n ,,. 

SORRY - we must stop sending 
THE JEWISH OBSERVER when your 
subscription runs out ... RENEW NOW! 
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by introducing radical concepts into 
the art of giving. He contended that 
one must give according to the poor 
people's need and not according to 
the giver's means. He borrowed 
terms from the inflation-plagued 
Israeli economy in order to assist the 
indigent: Poor people must also have 
a wage elevation, a price increase, 
value added supplements etc., he 
reasoned. 

To cover his budget, he borrowed 
staggering sums of money from a 
free-loan society every month. He 
borrowed because he felt that he 
had a debt which had to be paid. He 
was not doing the poor a favor, he 
was carrying out an obligation. He 
assumed a quarter of the debts of 
many a new marriage, living up to 
his namesake: "Yoseif Hu HaMashbir 
... is the provider." 

Poor people are all the same. Se
phardi, Ashkenazi, Chassid, Mis
naggid, whatever; all have the same 
needs for life's necessities and for 
dignity. Rabbi Rubin's greatest joy, 

however, was to provide for a talrnid 
chacham. 

An impoverished ta/mid chacham did 
not even have a jacket to wear. Reb Yose1[ 
purchased a wardrobe for him, and could not 
help boasting: "I just bought a cover for a 
Sefer Torah." 

He was an undercover detective 
of the highest order. No matter 
what the camouflage-Reh Yoseif 
saw through it. He had an uncanny 
nose for detecting who was truly in 
need. When he found a worthy 
recipient, nothing stood in his path. 
Some way or another the needy 
received, usually never realizing 
how, when, or where from. 

One day he noticed that a member of his 
Kolle/ was extremely perturbed. Reb Yoseif 
was convinced that the man's anger eman
ated from a deficit of funds. Rabbi Rubin 
went home, gathered some money, and ended 
up rescuing this fellow's family life in the 
very nick of time. 

Providing for the needy, more 
than 300 families on a weekly basis, 
represented a half a million Israeli 

pounds* expenditure for just Pesach 
alone! 

• • • 
His day began at two in the morn

ing. He davened at sunrise and then 
went about collecting, until nine in 
the morning. At 9:00 the second 
part of his day commenced. He 
began to study Torah with all of the 
diligence ot a person who was just 
beginning his day. Every day he tra
velled to a different Shul-Wed
nesday for instance was "Bayit Ve
gan day"-and he travelled at his 
own expense. Every Lag B'Omer he 
would journey to Meron, and stand 
for 14 hours on his feet collecting 
tzeddaka: "Yidden Gibb tzeddaka" was 
his motto; Bracha, hatzlacha vechol tuv, 
his ancillary blessing; these familiar 
words always evoked a positive res
ponse. Everyone had so much faith 
in him that there was never a ques
tion of trust. On a hot day he used to 
"Three years ago, when the pound was worth four 
times as much. 

(212) 471·3456 Now You Can Enjoy Quality 

GLATT KOSHER BEEF AND VEAL WHOLESALE 
1216 BRUNSWICK AVE. FAR ROCKAWAY, N.Y. 11691 

Under the Supervision of the Rabbinate K'hal Adath Jeshurun, Inc. 
Washington Heights, New York. N.Y.10033 

PROCESSORS• FABRICATORS 
CONSUMER PACKAGING 

OPEN TO THE PUBLIC EVERY SUNDAY FROM 9:00 
AM TO 1 :00 PM AND ON WEEKDAYS FROM 9:00 AM 
T05:00PM 

WE OFFER A LARGE SELECTION OF THE HIGHEST 
QUALITY GLATT KOSHER BEEF, VEAL & POUL TRY 
AT LOW WHOLESALE PRICES. 

ALLOURMEATSARECUTFRESHANDTRIMMEDBY 
PROFESSIONALS, AND PREWRAPPED FOR YOUR 
IMMEDIATE USE OR FREEZER. 

(BREUER SHECHITA EXCLUSWELY) 
(ADAS POULTRY ONLY) 

MASHGIACH TM/DI PARKING ON PREMISES 
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PRIDE OF THE FARM 
DELUXE 

CHOLOV YISROEL 
ICE CREAM 

AT A PRICE YOU CAN AFFORD 
In Four Delicious Aavors 

Buy 
l/2 Gallon 
(4 Pints) 

and 
SAVE 
OVER 
40% 

Under Hashgacha of Rabbi Moshe Heinemann 

ATTENTION: 
Restaurants, Candy Stores, Pizza Store 

3 GALLON TUBS AVAILABLE 
Distributors: Quality Frozen Foods, Inc. 
1663 62nd Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. 11204 

(212) 256·9100 
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buy a soda and with a grin, "Let 
everyone's doubt of my veracity be 
invested in this soda." 

• • • 

Jerusalemites will never forget 
Purim three years ago. It was a Purim 
Meshulash-three consecutive days 
of celebration, bedecked with snow. 
Early in the evening the snow began 
to fall. Late into the night it still had 
not stopped, and there was an eerie 
feeling that this was a sorrow-cloud
ed harbinger. In the Rubin house 
everyone was still awake. Reb Yoseif 
was ill, but threatened to go out the 
next day collecting for the poor. 

"But you're not wellr' 
"What?! It's Purim, the holiday of 

Aniyim (the poor)!" 
"No!" they insisted, "you are not 

allowed to leave your bed." 
But as his family knew only too 

well, fighting Reb Yoseif's heart, his 
concern for fellow Jews, was a Her
culean task. 

Early the next morning Reb Yoseif 
was out celebrating Purim by col
lecting for the poor, trudging 
through the snow, fighting his ill
ness, fighting the weather. He felt 
weak and was rushed to the hospital 
for emergency treatment. Experts 
were consulted to help him regain 
consciousness. Nothing. Not a move, 
not a twitch. His family gathered 
around the bedside day and night. 
Specialists from all over tried every 
possible method to return him to 
consciousness. Nothing. His wife 
went over to the bedside and whis
pered, "Yosel, it's time for Kimcha 
DePischa." .. His eyes opened and he 
began to cry. 

Two weeks after Purim, Reb 
Yoseif was buried. On his grave
stone were engraved the words that 
he had willed: 

"c;~ ;Jp; t1ltl ;y K;ru np11 'K11'' 

** Pesach help for the needy: customarily collections 
begin thirty days in advance of fhe holiday, the day 
after Purim. 

A Gabbai tzeddaka, without salary. 
Jerusalem was in shock. Sephardi 

women came over to the family and 
asked, "Aifo Yoseif?" They could not 
accept that he had died. "How can 
we make a Chag without him?" He 
died with a debt of IL 250,000 
($25,000, at the time) to a free loan 
society, but Jerusalem was bereaved 
with a far greater debt. The only 
consolation is that he is not dead in 
the hearts that he left behind; or put 
more succinctly, Od Yoseif chai, Yoseif 
lives yet.*** 1,.1. 

This is adapted from an article that appeared 
in Jewish Woman's Outlook, a magazine that is 
published in Jerusalem. 

*"*His son-in-law, Rabbi Moshe Rubin, is carrying on 
his work, from his home in Brooklyn. 

EV 7-1750 
i'''-:e • l5.t 

7t:Wti'C 1":l.'.( •=:~·~·~~'"':·~~~· 

In Answer To Many Requests 
And In Response To The Need For 

WELL TRAINED TEACHERS 

Brooklyn s largest Hat Center 

We Proudly Announce The Opening Of A 

TEACHER TRAINING 
SEMINARY FOR WOMEN 

Onder The Auspices Of 
The Prospect Park Yeshiva H.S. 

FOR THE 5742 SCHOOL YEAR 
Open Only To Women Who Have Completed 

At Least One Year Of Full Time Seminary 
Or Are Experienced Teachers 

Hours: 
Sunday, 9· 12A.M.;Monday& Wednesday6-9 P.M. 

• Practical Methodology • Supervised Student Teaching 
• Management & Discipline • In-Service Supervision 
• Child Development For Those Presently Teaching 
• Hashkafas - Hachinuch • Hashkafa • Halacha 
• Bkiyus 

Rabbi Abraham Kelman 
Dean 

Rabbi Leib Kelman 
Executive Director 

Rabbi Joel Kramer 
Principal 

Louis Glueck 
President 

For lnforma11an £, Regis!ration Call: 3 7 5·0844 
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KOVA 
HATS 

Featuring Knox, Stetson, and 
World-Famous Borsalino 

andPanizva 
Imported from Italy 

We also carry a large selection of 
Velours, Suedes, Homburgs 

Visit our discount Tie Dept. 
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Telrad Sat?bath Telephone 
the 'Sabbath Telephone' is 
intended for the Sabbath 
observing public, enabling 
the use of the telpehone for 
essential needs. 

The 'Sabbath Telephone' is a product of TELRAD 
and is intended for the Sabbath observing public 
enabling the use of the telephone for essential needs 
(e.g. medical and other essential services). 

This telephone instrument has been developed and 
manufactured according to the directions of the 
"JNSTITU1E FOR SCIENCE AND HALACHA" in 
Jerusalem and is authorized by the Institute 

Although the 'Sabbath Telephone' looks similar to a 
conventional telephone, it is different Special electronic 
and electromechanical devices have been incorporated 
to perform the switching and signalling functions on a 
random delayed principle, and in conformity with the 
"GRAMAH" Principle of the "HALACHA". 

'~~)\'111111::fv CAMP KOL TORAH 
\~ ... ,~~ii' A UNIQUE TORAH CAMP OFFERING A COMPLETE LEARNING AND 

RECREATIONAL PROGRAM FOR YESHJVAH STUDENTS AGES 10-16 

• Intensive Torah Atmosphere • Boating 
• Shiurim conducted by experienced teachers on • All organized sports activities 

Chumosh, Halacha; Gemorah and Meforshim • Trips and excursions to places of interest 
• Swimming and water sports in the Mid-West. 

LOCATION: Scenic grounds at the Telshe Yeshiva campus In Northeast Ohio. 
SEASON: Tamuz 2 - Menachem Av 19 (July 23 ·August 19) 

RATES: $410; small charge for excursions and insurance 
Transporatlon available from most major cities. 

For further information contact the representative in your area: 
Baltimore: Rabbi V. Rosen (301) 358-4577 Minneapolis: Rabbi H. Dachs 
Chicago• Rabbi Avrohom Well (312) 973-6715 Rabbi H. Roberts 

Cincinn;;ti: 
Columbus: 
Detroit: 

Miami: 

Rabbi R. Levinson (312) 267-9151 Monsey: Rabbi E. Coldfischer 
Rabbi Chaim Weinberg{312) 539-5122 Montreal: Rabbi I. Zryl 
Rabbi M. Deutsch (5131 531-6142 Moshe Friedman 
Dr. I. Fried (614) 237-5780 New York: Rabbi F. Steinmeiz 
Rabbi S. Kaufman (313) %7-3352 Pittsburgh: Rabbi A. Brodie 
Avrohom Borenstein (313) %7-3502 Toronto: Rabbi S. Moddel 
Rabbi z. Leff (305) 651·5507 Rabbi E. Appelbaum 

or write to the registration office for furthet -information: 

CAMP KOL TORAH-28400 Euclid Ave., Wickliffe, Ohio 44092 
Tel. (216) 943-5300 

After hours call (216) 371-1697 

(612) 922-0524 
(612) 920-1247 
(914) 356-7%4 
(514) 739-6028 
(514) 273-6478 
(212) 436-0141 
(412) 521-4,75 
(416)183-2557 
(416) 781-8632 
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TIME ... 
by devorah gershon 

On normal days, 
I rarely remember 
the Divine 

(except perhaps 
for perfunctory prayers 
and with little reverence). 

For there's no time 
and I'm 

so very 
busy. 

But when trouble, stress or despair 
come knocking 
uninvited 
at my door 
and fear 
comes flooding in, 
then do I lift mine eyes up high 
and remember 
my G-d. 
Then prayer 
wells up 
in my trembling heart 
and words overflow, 
finding their way 
to my lips. 

Perhaps this is why 
G-d sends suffering 
to the world. 
For in times of peace and plenty, 
we rarely remember 
the Divine. 

We have no time. 
We are always 

so very 
busy. 

Devorah Gershon is an American poet who lives 
in Bayit Vegan, Jerusalem. 
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Are you going to Israel? 
Your visit to the Holy land will have more meaning when you utilize 

the free towing information .setVice available from: 
Tourist Department 

Agudath Israel Wodd Organization 
5 Rechov Shomre Hakosel (opposite Kikar Hacherut) 

Jerusalem, 02-223-357 

Matuk~le 
nature at its best 

First there was Matuk Royale Rouge. 
Now there's Matuk Royale Blanc. 

Delicious slightly sweet wines unmarred by 
sugar or artificial sweetener .. .additives. 

Rich bouquet, robust ~i:;arty ' 0
• flavor for 

all occasions. For wine%hlii 
mavens who prefer 

nature at its best. 

Under !ht> >!rill 
Rabbirncal supervi;wn 
oi the Zelemer Ra; 

KEDlM Wl~f CO .. NEW YORK_ Ny_ 

KEDEM' 
KOSHER FOR PASSOVER 

MAZELTOVCATERERS 
"The affordable itu:i tlll!?~ caterer with a heimishe taam" 

will cater: 
• Bris • Kiddush • Bar Mitzvah • Sheva Brochos, etc. 

(Chassiclishe shechita used exclusively) 

caU 871·1607 or 854-3039 
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A PRAYER. 
by devorah gershon 

Chessed is a sacrifice. 
it is an offering 
which opens the prison 
of the lonely self. 
It is the stretching forth 
of a helping hand, 
the building of bridges 
between two souls. 
It is the beginning 
of love, 
a human expression 
of the Divine. 

But to love 
is to be vulnerable 
and susceptible to pain. 
And chessed 
is often hard 
to sustain. 

Give me strength, 
Source of All Strengths, 
to be vulnerable. 

Give me strength 
to reach out, 
to sacrifice, 

• • 

to build bridges of chessed and love, 
to march in the footsteps 
of the Divine. 

Give me strength, 
lest I remain alone, 
an imperfect creature, 
forever apart, 
locked behind the doors 
of its lonely self. 

Yeshiva 
Beth Yehudah 

Southfield, Ml seeks principal for boys 
school. Responsible for Hebrew and 
secular program, nursery-8 grade. 
Salary based on experience. Send 
resume and inquiries to, 

so 

YBV Search Committee 
P.O.B. 37222 

Oak Park, MI 48237 

Tour Assurance 
ol the Highest 

Quality Kosber®and 
Superb Taste 

at Passover. 

Come To Formerly Kosher King 

i«>6her £~~~t'Y 
Whitehead Hall Brooklyn College 

ISRAEL FLIGHTS 
largest selection of most economical one ways and round trips 

COMMANDTRAVEL~~~(800)ZZ1·4840 
6 East 4Sth Street. New 'kirk. New York 10017 NY State call collect (212) 490-1213 
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Letters to the Editor 

"Dear Morah" -in Yiddish 

To the Editor: 
I feel compelled to express my 

appreciation to you for sharing with 
us, your subscribers and readers, 
the very inspiring article "Dear 
Morah" (JO Dec. '80). 

I consider this message to be of 
such profound importance to both 
parents and mechanchim, that I took 
pains to translate its entire contents 
verbatim into Yiddish so as to con
vey this to even those on our staff 
whose command of English is limit
ed. I must add that it left a very 
significant impact. 

RABBI BORUCH EISENBERG 
Yeshiva Yesode Hatorah 
Nachlas Yaakov 
Menahel 
Brooklyn, New York 

Reaching For , , , Stardust 

To the Editor: 
I was surprised and moved to find 

the inspiring, unpaid-for advertise
ment defining teaching as "reaching 
for the stars" in your latest issue. 
(Jan., page 26). Moral support of this 
kind is all too rare. Your ad mirrored 
my own feelings about teaching, 
which I have been doing for over a 
quarter of a century. But more im
portant, it was a call to our youth 
who unfortunately tend to view 
teaching as a thankless, underpaid 
and statusless endeavor. 

It is of interest to note that both 
the little boy in the picture and the 
beaming teacher behind him point 
to the tallest letter in the Aleph Bais, 
which command "Lamed"-"Teach!" 

Perhaps it would be easier to ful
fill the Lamed's imperative if the Jew
ish community would become aware 
of another letter in the Aleph Bais-
"Pay." 

MRS. SHOSHANA PERR 
Far Rockaway, N. Y. 
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:ii~ no inv:i 1:i1 
DON'T WAIT UNTIL 

IT IS TOO LA TE! 
Without Bills or an APPRAISAL you cannot collect insurance 
on your valuables-in case of a claim G-d forbid (check with 
your broker). 

For A Professional Appraisal At Reasonable Prices 

Call (212) 435-7691 
We Specialize in Appraising Silver and Jewelry 

Sifrei Torah - Te{illin - Megillos - Appraised By 
A Uc. Soifer - (Scribe) 

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS FOR SYNAGOGUES 

Y.M. ROITENBERG 

Trust your next Catered Affair to the finest 

@Glatt Kosher 
~ "'""'"' .. """""'"" "'~ Brkside Serving you at 

these aterers locations 
Crest 

FOREST PARK Jewish Center Hollow Northern 
90-45 Myrtle Ave., Queens C~~ Nassau County 

~~Jewish Center 
Ski~ CATERERS Rockaway Beach Blvd. 

& 135 St. Belle Harbor, N.Y. 2380 Hylan Blvd. 

~ CATERERS 
Staten Island, N.Y. 

~au County 1060 Ocean Parkway ,Brooklyn 
Abi ezen 1885 Ocean Parkway 

SYNAGOGUE (at Ave. S) Brooklyn OF GREAT NECK 

N E W ! Perfect for Weekend Bar Mitzvahs ! 

The Sherill••• Heighls I ~Luz. o Whippany Rd. & In nearby Hasbrouck He1ghts New Jersey 
at the crossroads of lnters1ate 80 & Rte 17 Lindsley Drive 

Morristown, New Jersey 

WM ADA J 30 Route 10 
INN East Han<>Ver. N.J. 

-.... ONE CONVENIENT TELEPHONE (212) 849-8817 
NUMBER FOR ALL LOCATIONS ~ 
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ISRAEL'~!l!!?g~.!!t~~.~n~c~~!>" 
COMMANDTRAVEL~~~(800)ZZt4840 
6 East 4Sth Street. New York. New York 10017 NY State call collect (212) 490-1213 

236 Broadway, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11211 
Telephone: 384-8956 

Featuring the largest selection of 

BORSALINO FROM ITALY 
and 

c 

HABIG FROM VIENNA 
HUCKEL FROM CZECHOSLOVAKIA 

IN SUEDES AND VELOURS 

Agency for 
SCHAPARELLI, ANTONELLI, 
KANGOL & STETSON HATS 

OPEN SUNDAY 
Come in and meet "Friendly Stan" 

n:lw i01tU n:liu i01tU 

:. 
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QINKWEtr=· 
PRINTERS 

INNOVATIVE INVITATIONS 
HEBREW AND ENGLISH 

• ·~ OPEN SUNDAY 
_. ··~ 

Coney Island Ave., Brooklyn,~Jl· 
. (212) 253-9736 . .. . . • I 
~·c .,• •..-..:;J .,;:;;:;.,~~er:;,~,.:·.-. ·., ~ 

!n a search for his spiritual roots and 
identity, Mayer Schiller, scion of a non
religious family, set out on a rigorous 
program of wide reading and self
education. This book is the result. A 
voyage through the Age of Enlighten
ment to the rise of Reform Judaism, to 
the modern malaise of American Jewry; 
then on to a discovery and affirmation of 
authentic Judaism, as a way to live in 
America today. 

AN EXCITING, HONEST, LIVELY 
BOOK FOR THE THOUGHTFUL 
JEWISH READER INTERESTED IN 
HIS PEOPLE'S HERITAGE. 

New edition 
272pa,qes 

hard·awi'r $8.95 
papcr·back $5.95 

TORAH LITERATURE OF QUALITY 

The Chinuch and 
Chizuk Hadaas Committee 

of Agudath Israel 
World Organization 

is pleased to make available 
free of charge 

the 
"Shaar Cheshbon Hanefesh" 

(of the Sefer Chovas Halevovos) 
in keeping with the resolution 
passed at the Sixth Knessia Gedolah 

Please mail your order to: 
Publications Department 

Agudath Israel World Org. 
5 Beekman Street 

New York, NY I 0038 
Please include 50¢ for handling 

and postage 
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Yehudah Relis is an American sludying in a 
Jerusalem yeshiva. 

At the Wall 
At the ancient wall of stone 
I stand 
And try to understand 
The call 

At the Wall 
Yehudah Relis 

just a wall, a wall of stone 
Large perhaps, but hardly more 
Yet this fire in my brain 
A purity I've never known before 
As if a spark has been ignited 

That brought me from my distant home 
To journey to this land 

A holy flame ... 
And how my body is united 

Alone. In the knowledge "it will never be the same." 

Your seder table deserves the very best 
The World Renowned Weinberg's 

iiiiotu ii':io from t:l''ituii' 
ri~iinn niyi )'"1Ji1 ilt':Ji1J 

It's the freshest, thinnest, tastiest, 
crispiest matzoh around. 

Available throughout the U.SA. 
Call or write: L Abrowitz Distributors 

1152 Coney Island Ave., Brooklyn, N.V. 11230 
(212) 859-3970 

YOU POLISH; THEY'LL CHOLISH 
FROM BOREDOM 

You shine, They'll whine-from neglect. 
You wipe, they'll swipe- at each other. Who? The kids ••• 

While you're preoccupied with Yorn Tov preparations. You Need: 

Yanky at the Pesach Seder with Zeyde* 
l§'~&lGSf(/'J 

Voices, and Narrations by: 
Yitzy Erps 
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We cater your simchas to 
your specification: wedding, 
sheva brachos, bris'n, kid
dushes, and bar mitzvas 

5602-1 lth A VENUE 
BROOKLYN, N.Y. 11219 
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Glatt Kosher 
.Meats 

delivered anywhere 
in the CJ.S.A. right 

to your door! 
Now you can enjoy the finest quality Glatt Kosher Meats 

and Kosher foods, wherever you are. All our meats are soaked & 
salted under the supervision of the Vaad Harabonim of Queens 
and is Kosher Lamehadrin Min Hamedrin. A full time Mashgiach is 
on the premises. 

Call or write today for a free brochure. Upon receipt of your 
order, we will arrange for a convenient delivery. 

In the New York area, the quality of Herman Glick's Sons 
meats is legendary. For Kashruth there is no finer establishment. 

Herman Glick's Sons 
Glatt Kosher Butchers SeIVing the Nation 

101-15 Queens Blvd., Forest Hills, N.Y. 11375 
(212) 896-7736 

NE'WFOR 1981 
THE COMPLETE 

PASSOVER 
COOKBOOK 

THE COMPLETE PASSOVER 
COOKBOOK 
Fro~es AvP.utlck shows us hundreds 
of delicious. unusuol and .strictly 
kosher Passover recipes ... from 
holidoy classics to gourmet originals 
. . . tempting hors d' oeuvres to 
luscious pastries ... Including a 
Possover cheese strudel ... 

Fn111(t'~ /( Ai'l~utirk 
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432 pages ... hardcover 
for your copy 

send $12.95 + $1 forshippingto 
Dept. 24>. Afalpl Marketing, 450 
7th Avenue, N-York, N.Y. 10123. 
N. Y. residem please odd sales tax. 

GIFT SHOP INQUIRIES INVITED 

Hebrew Academy of Cleveland 
publishes ovist 50 Educ.ational Items 
for Hebrew Day S~hools. 

Catalog sent upon request. Se.nd 
$J .00 for handling to: 
HEBREW ACADEMY 

PUBLICATIONS DEPT. 
1860 South Taylor Rd. 

Cleveland Heights, O.hio 44118 
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AGUDATH ISRAEL SEEKS 
TO BROADEN ITS 
CONSTITUENCY 

In an effort to broaden its constituency, 
Agudath Israel of America had launched a 
major membership drive, it was announced. 

According to Rabbi Yoe! Schonfeld, chair
man of the membership campaign, a major 
effort will be made to reach those who 
directly benefit from Agudah's services but 
have not as yet joined its membership. 

"There are very few people in our com
munity who have not been served by Agu
dath Israel, either directly or indirectly," said 
Rabbi Schonfeld. "Whether it's been the 
community at large through SBCO's com
munity preservation program, Project 
COPE's helping individuals with employ
ment, or yeshivas with legal help, the Agudah 
has always 'been there.' And yet many of 
those serviced have not thought about be
coming a part of this movement." 

In order to assure its effectiveness, Agu
dath Israel depends on a large membership 
which is the goal of this campaign. Those 
interested in joining Agudath Israel or in 
assisting in this campaign are urged to con
tact Rabbi Yoe! Schonfeld at (212) 587-9246. 

HOME 
ATTENDANTS 

needed for 

HOUSEKEEPING AND 
PERSONAL CARE 

for the 

DISABLED AND 
HOMEBOUND 

good pay and benefits 
Soro Park, Bensonhurst and 

Flatbush Area 
full-time live in positions only 

Project OHR Inc. 
(Office for Homecare Referral) 

3920 13th Avenue 
Brooklyn, NY 11218 

853-2700 
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r~~n .n1vo 
For distribution to 

needy families 
send contributions betore April 14th 

to: Y. ISRAEL 
1680 59th Street 

Brooklyn, NY 11204 

Spend your hours 
productively 

Join the business 
courses of your choice 

New classes begin 
April, 1981 

Legal Secretary, 28 weeks 
Executive Secretary, 24 weeks 

Secretary/Gal Friday, 24 weeks 
Shorthand/Secretary, 16 weeks 
Bookkeeper/Secretary, 16 weeks 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 
AND ENROLLMENT PROCEDURES 
CALL C. V.Ic 587-9257 

Business Skills Division 

Cope Vocational[ 

I 
A division of Institute I 
Agudath Israel _J 

.. 1 __ o_f _A_m __ e_ri_ca ____ "_.,._·stered bv the New York State Educ;ation Department 
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Announcing __ 
THIS YEAR 

EREVPESACH 
OCCURS ON SHABBOS 
Do you know what to do? 

1ll'j7 
n11'7n 

no7 
A summ11.r11 Of 

hALACbOS OF peSACb 

A Summary of 
Halachos of Pesach 

(Section Five) $250 

In English 
by Rabbi Shimon Eider 

TOPIC: A discussion of the Halachos and procedure when Erev 
Pesach occurs on Shabbos. 

Available in Hebrew bookstores or from the author: 

418 12th St., Lakewood, N.J. 08701 
• - ---- ----- order form for cassettes and publications - - - - - · 
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NAME. 

ADDRESS .. 

CITY .. 

PLEASE 5FND, 

.... STATE & ZIP 

••• Copies A SUMMARY OF HALACHOS OF PESACH* 
Sec.Vat .2.50 (when Erev Pesach occurs on Shabbos) 

.... Copies HALACHOS OF PESACH 
Cassette 1 (CHP1) at $3.00 • 

..... Copi" HALACHOS OF PESACH 
Cassette 2 (CHP2) at $3.00 • 

. ... Copies A SUMMARY OF HALACHOS 
OF PESACH, section lat $1.50 • 
(on Ta'aruvos Chometz) 

..... Copies HALACHOS OF PESACH 
Cassette 3 (CHP3) at $3.00 • 

..... Copi" HALACHOS OF PESACH 
Cassette 4 (CHP4) at $3.00 • 

. ... Copies A SUMMARY OF HALACHOS 
Of PESA CH, section ll at $2.50 • 
(on the Seder) 

.... Copies HALACHOS Of PESACH 
Cassette 5 (CHP5) at $3.00 • 

..... Copi" HALACHOS OF PESACH 
Cassette 6 (CHP6) at $3.00,.. 

.... Copies A SUMMARY OF HALACHOS 
OF PESACH, section fll at $2.50 • 
(On Kashering) 

... . Copies HALACHOS OF PESACH 
Cassette 7 (CHP7) at $3.00• 

..... Copies HALACHOS OF PESACH 
Cassette 8 (CHPB) at $3.00,.. 

.... Copi" A SUMMARY OF HALACHOS 
Of PESACH, section IV at $2.50 • 
(on Starching and Selling Chometz) 

Other items in the Shiurim in Halacha series· 
I: Eruv 

..... Copies HALACHOS OF THE ERUV 
Cassette 1 (CHE 1) at $3.00 • 

...... Copies HALACHOS OF THE ERUV 
Cassette 2 (CHE 2) at $3.00 • 

...... Copi" A SUMMARY OF HALACHOS 
OF THE ERUV at 1.75 • 

II: Four Minim 
. .. Copi" HALACHOS OF THE FOUR 

MINIM Cassette (CFM 1) at $3.00 • 
...... Copies HALACHOS OF THE FOUR 

MINIM Cassette 2 (CFM 2) at $3.00 • 
..... Copi" A SUMMARY OF HALACHOS 

OF THE FOUR MINIM at $1.50 • 
Also: 

... Copies HALACHOS OF SHABBOS 
(Sections 1-3) at $9. 75 Hardcover • 

.. Copi" HALACHOS OF SHABBOS 
(Section 4) at $9. 75 Hardcover • 

. .. Copi" HALACHOS OF THE ERUV 
at $2.50 • 

... Copies A SUMMARY OF HALACHOS 
OF THE THREE WEEKS at 1250 • 

... Copies HALACHOS OF 
CHANUKAH (Soft Cover) at 
$3.50• 

... Copies HALACHOS OF 
CHANUKAH (Hard Cover) at 
$5.50• 

l am enclosing check or money order for total of$, ______ tU.S currency). 

•"'hen orderinJi; from the author, add 35 cents per volume or cassette for posta~e and 
handling. Canada and foreign add 60 cents per volume or cassette 
for HALACHOS Of SHABBOS (Hardcover) add S.75 per volume for posta)o!;e and 
handling. Canada and foreign add Sl.25 per volume 
SPECIAL RATES FOR BULK ORDERS. Prepaid orders accepted only 

AGUDA TH ISRAEL TUITION 
TAX CREDIT CAMPAIGN 

IN HIGH GEAR 
Senators Daniel P. Moyinihan {D-N.Y.) 

and Robert Packwood (R-Oregon) intro
duced their tuition tax credit bill (5.sso) in 
the U.S. Senate, Agudath Israel of America 
stepped up its nationwide campaign to push 
for the passage of the measure in the 97th 
Congress. The "Campaign to Relieve Inde
pendent Education," Agudath Israel's special 
structure for this effort, is organized in 30 
states through a network of local coordina
tors and committees. The bill would grant a 
tax credit of 50o/o up to $500 of tuition paid 
per child to private schools. 

In New York, the campaign was officially 
kicked off with a major regional conference 
on Sunday, March 8th. U.S. Senator (R
N.Y.) Alfonse D'Amato, Brooklyn Republi
can Leader George L. Clark, Jr., and Agudath 
Israel president Rabbi Moshe Sherer ad
dressed the conference. Prof. Aaron T werski, 
chairman of the Commission on Legislation 
and Civic Action of Agudath lsrael of Ameri
ca, presided. The chairman of the New York 
campaign is Tuvia Obermeister, a prominent 
leader of the Yeshiva and ,Mesivta Chaim 
Berlin. The national chairman is Prof. Lau
rence Katz, dean of the University of Balti
more Law School. 

An Agudath Israel task force headed by 
Rabbi Menachem Lubinsky, director of Gov
ernment and Public Affairs of Agudath Israel 
of America, and assisted by attorney Shmuel 
Prager, executive secretary of the Commis
sion on Legislation and Civic Action of Agu
dath Israel of America, continued to meet 
with senators and congressmen on this topic. 
Special campapign kits were distributed to 
state coordinators and yeshivas throughout 
the country. 

Mishna·Halacha Vomit 
Start with us the new cycle 

as we begin learning 

Shulchan Aruch 
Orach Chaim 
Follow the Luach for 

Mishna·Halacha Vomit. 
Everyone has a chelek in Torah . 

Start now-learn daily-have the 
joy of expanding your knowledge 

and understanding of Torah. 

Send for your free Luach: 

Rabbi Elias Karp 
1880 4 7th Street 

Brooklyn, N.Y. 11204 
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A CUD A TH ISRAEL AGENCY INTENSIFIES YESHIVA ENROLLMENT 

Encouraged by its successful yeshiva place
ment program in recent years as a result of its 
multi-faceted reach out activities, the Jewish 
Education Program (JEP) of Zeirei Agudath 
Israel of America announced that it will step 
up its campaign in coming months. According 
to Rabbi Mutti Katz, director, and Rabbi 
Yosef Chaim Golding, the executive director, 
JEP hopes to emphasize its citywide release 
hour program in which at least 300 children 
in dozens of public schools and junior high 
schools participate in weekly sessions of 
exposure to basic Jewish education. 

JEP's successful visitation program reached 
a high point during the Chanukah season 
when some 5,000 children participated in 
special programs in all areas of the Metropoli~ 
tan area, in Kingston and Middletown, New 
York; various Long Island communities; and 
Philadelphia. Nearly 200 volunteers working 
on the various activities of JEP participated in 
this special program. 

A chavrusah program, which teams up JEP 
youngsters with volunteers, involves such 
major New York yeshivos as Mir, Tor ah 
Vodaath and Chaim Berlin. 60 children from 
a Washington, D.C. day school recently vis
ited New York in JEP's Shabbaton program. 
Similarly, 30 children from Edison, New Jer
sey, and 20 from Newburgh, New York, were 
also visitors as part of the large ongoing 
Shabbaton program of the JEP program. 

JEP's successes are particularly apparent in 
some of the case histories released by the 
Zeirei Agudath Israel agency. 

• For Abraham, a 14 year old boy from 
Teheran, JEP meant becoming acquainted 
with Yiddishkeit through the release hour 
program. His father, a former government 

I Photocards of 
Gedolei Yisroel 

35 glossy, postcard size 
mr x 5\;,") portraits of 

Gedolei Yisroel 
for your set, send $4 
to: Photocards 

Agudath Israel of America 
5 Beekman Street 
NYC 10038 

The Sofer "Cedtt .. Ol!>m" by the 
Chofetz Chaim,. .now ~vallalilo In 
Enalioh lt~only 75f pera>py 
10 lor $3" write to: 

Zlchrort ShlollU! Pub). 
~ W..... SL. N.Y.C. 10038 
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employee in Teheran, enrolled his son in the 
Ditmas Junior High School. After joining the 
release hour program, Abraham became more 
interested in authentic Judaism, and with the 
blessing of his father is now enrolled in one of 
the large yeshivos in Brooklyn. 

• Irving's encounter with JEP began four 
years ago when, as a 13 year old Talmud 
Tor ah student in suburban New Jersey, he 
joined the JEP pen pal program with his 
Shabbaton host in Boro Park. The JEP leader, 
then 18, visited Irving's home with films of an 
Orthodox camp to convince his parents to 
send Irving there for the summer. After a 
summer in camp, Irving enrolled in a Yeshiva 
Gedo/a in Brooklyn and is now in a major 
yeshiva in Eretz Yisroel. 

•During a recent visit by JEP volunteers to 
Philadelphia, Jeffrey won a raffle which en
titled him to a free summer at an Orthodox 
camp. To the delight of the JEP volunteers, 
his parents consented to send their son to the 
camp. The result: Jeffrey is now enrolled in a 
Manhattan yeshiva. 

JEP has also recently undertaken several 
projects which are designed to reach the 
braoder Jewish public. Twoseforim, Lilmod Ule
lamed and Lehovin U/ehaski/, are being warmly 
received by the Jewish community. JEP plans 
to publish a third volume Ushmor V'laasos, 
which is also expected to be widely dissemi
nated. In addition to the new publications, 
JEP continues to sponsor a successful series 
of phonograph records which have become 
valuable educational tools for both parents 
and educators. The most recent disc, Uncle 
Moishie, has become a premier selling item, 
according to record outlets. 

Traditional 
Premium 

Quality 
Kosher 

for Over 3 
Generations 

Accepted and Preferred 
worldwide without 

reservation 
The Most Trusted 

Name in Kosher 
Poultry and Foods 

KOSHER 
CHEESE 
OVER5.0 VARIETIES & 

GIF"[BASKETS 
SHIPPED. NATIONWIDE. 

KOSHERJc'PESACH TOO.! 
FOR FREE CATALOGUE 

SEND SELF-ADDRESSED 
STAMPED ENVELOPE 

TAHTEES INC. 
69-74AMAIN ST. 

FLUSHING, N.Y.. 11367 

inxn 1~ D'ltuil C'::l11' 
DID YOU STUDY TDIAH TODA Y1 

11 there al-y1 a rea1an 
why yau think yau can't? 

No one to learn with? 
for frH 011lllanc1 Is flntlln1 
o suitable Chavmoli coatach 

Chavruaoh Matching Hrvlce 

791-1800 
Afternoon• 1 ·6 P.M. 
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Comm. for Publishing the 
Writings of Hagaon Rabbi 
Yosef Eliahu Henkin, 7"::.:r 
We wish to announce the appear· 
ance of the first volume of the sfo· 
rim of Hagaon Rabbi Yosef Eliahu 
Henkin, ?"It. This includes the 
following: 
I) "Pirushei lvra" 
2) "Eidus L'lsrael (Halachic 
Section)" 
3) "Lev lvra" 
4) Various writings-including 
commentaries by Hagaon Hen
kin 'i"~T which he wrote on the 
margins. 

Price: $10 
This Se{er can be obtained at 

Ezras Torah 
235 E. B'way, N.Y.C. 10002 

(212) 227-8960 

a detailed manual of 
Jewish laws, customs, 
and practices as they 

apply to or are 
obseroed by women 

and girls 

by Dov Eisenberg 
3rd Enlarged Edition 

Z. Berman Books 
1340-53rd St. 
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11219 

Please ship 
A Gulde for Jewish Woman and Girl: 

___ doth cover at $7.00 .. ·--
---;paper cover at $5.00 .. ·---

Add applicable sales tax ...... ---
Enclosed total ...•......... ·---

"'~ ------------Address. _________ _ 

City.State, Zip----------
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Pincus Mandel 
Cemetery Consultant 

Representative of Chevros 
Kadisha of Jerusalem 

with karka available on Har Ha· 
zaitim, Har Hamnuchot and 
Sanhedria. Karka also obtain· 
able on all other Community. 
owned Cemeteries in Eretz Yis· 
rael, controlled and maintained 
by the Chevra Kadisha of the 
Community. 

1569 47th Street 
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11219 
Day and Night Phone 

(212) 855-5121 

Honesty - Integrity -
Responsibility 

Over 25 Years of Dedicated Service to 
the Orthodox Jewish Community 

A {;\JIO< >OR Tm i>WI"" WOMAN ANO CUU 

~"'""'"~•••l''t""" 

,..,,.,,,....,,,,, ,,,,. . .,.,.,, ~ ..... ,,,,....,,,,,,," "''""'"'"'~''"" ' .. ,,,,.,,.,, .. ,,_,,,...,.,,.,,,, . .,,,_,,.,,,,,,, 

,.,,,,,.,,,,,,.,., 

Clip and 
Catch Your Nails 

Our unique nail clipper 
has a plastic holder to 

catch your nail clipplings 

''A pious person burns his nails, a 
righteous person buries them, and 
a wicked person throws them 
away." Moed Koton I Ba, cited in 
Mishna Brura 260:6. 

$2.00 each postpaid. 
3 for $5.00. 

Special discount.s for quantity. 
Dealer's orders welcome. 

J.O. Clipper 
Box82 

Staten Island, N.Y. 10309 

~""' '"~' 'H 

Woo""'"'h."""'"'..d'""'""'h'~'ln"«"'l".l'""'"' 
>:ml'• •nd "' th•Af''""'"" "!JTI< who """'bl' to"m"o •' 
th• "bl• duno~ th•""'"' 5<d" ;hm•ld" lmt «•y f.,, J(r.I 

'"'"- th•tt "'"" wh,o th< f>m•ly "'°"" '1)1>l '"'"~' l>' 

""":~ ~~I ~i.;,:::,":~~n":~,i',~~ '~,~~·~~,'.~~~;'::: 1----,. 
''""""""["''""""''""""'"' 

"" """"'"'"'d P"""'"ly • 
•hm )'""'"" '"' <>ndk< <h.,,IJ 

, thol<<dd••h 

""" "' '"' .... """' ~''"" "" . '""o"""ly "I"'" fmm ""'"'l "'" 
"''"'"" •nd ""m""'"" """"" A< 

ho'"'" "'"'""'Oouldo,,.<o"'1u<t•h<n 

··-·-·"""'"'"''""'"'"'""'"' 
!""..,.., '""'"' ~ .. "'""""?;, -;'.,.;:-:;:;:: ;,.".!.,; " 

"""'"""''"'"""'"='"""'"""'''"''·"·""° ~'" 
,,.~ .. ,.,,,,.,,.,....,,..,.,,,...,.,,,,,,,,,..,..,,_., ~""'' 
•~''"'m'"'" ~'''"'" ~-"~•·~ .. .,,,,.,~,~ "'""' ... '""' "' ·~"' .,,,, '"" .. "' ,..., .,.., "'' "":~:~ 
,,,,,,,.,~..,..,.,,,..,,,.,.~..,.,.,"~ ... ,,.,,,,.. ,. 

'"""'"'""'"""''"""'"'""'"~~···, ,.,.,~,. .... " 
,. . ..,... .. ,,-,,,."'""'"''-• ,. 

For Home For Library For School 
This popular work is warmly en· 

dorsed by Maran Hagaon Rabbi Moshe 
Feinstein; Maran Hagaon Rabbi Yaakov 
Kamenetzky; Hagaon Rabbi Shneur 
Kotler; Hagaon Rabbi Moshe Stern, Rav 
of Debrecyn; and Hagaon Rabbi Binya· 
min Silber of Bnai Brak, td"e~;wy 

•All halachos have been reviewed 
by the Debrecyner Rav who has gra· 
ciously allowed the author to include 
many heretofore unpublished ha/a· 
chic decisions. 

a An exhaustive compilation from 
centuries of halachic, rabbinic, and res· 
ponsa literature. 

• Systematically organized with in
dex and glossary for quick reference or 
serious-study. 

• Analytic dissertations of references 
for further study. 

• Clearly differentiates between re· 

quired obligations, universally adapted 
customs, and varying degrees of ob-
SeNance. 

• Clarifies differing requirements of 
busy mothers and those who control 
their own schedules. What prayers must 
women recite? May they eat before dav· 
ening? When and how must challah be 
separated? When must a wife contribute 
to charity and when is she forbidden to 
do so? What are her obligations at the 
Seder?-during the Nine Days?-for 
Shofar?-on Purim. What are the laws 
of cooking and food preparation for 
YomTov? 

Newly added ... The Halochos of Yichud 

Distributed by Z. Berman Books 
192 pages cloth $7.95 paper $5.00 
Available at all sforim stores 
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AGUDA TH ISRAEL AGENCY HELPS WOMEN IN NEED 
More than 2,000 widowed, divorced or 

separated women have applied for assistance 
to a special agency established by Agudath 
Israel of America to help displaced homemak
ers. The Fresh Start Training Program, lo
cated in the Flatbush section of Brooklyn, 
aims to help such women through an inten
sive series of workshops, counseling, job 
awareness groups, skills training and place
ment. 

According to Risa Schmookler, director of 
Agudath Israel's Fresh Start Training Pro
gram, more than 500 women were involved 
in the intensive counseling aspect of the pro
gram, and 400 participated in workshops, 
which helped them overcome feelings of help
lessness and assisted them in transition tow
ard a career. Many of these women, who 
suddenly found themselves forced to provide 
for a family and new responsibilities, re
quired counseling and job training. A profes
sional staff guided them in making emotional 
adjustments after the drastic changes in their 
lives. 

To stress the acceptance of the program in 
the community, Miss Schmookler cited sev
eral case histories: 

• Fifty-two year old Shirley had been 
widowed for 12 years and raised two teenage 
daughters during that period. Of European 

background, she lacked confidence in her abil
ities and was particularly distressed about her 
poor knowledge of English. Her only pre
vious work experience was in private babysit
ting. The counselors at the agency concluded 
that Shirley was a candidate for the job 
awareness group so that she could improve 
her self-image and overcome her fears of 
meeting new people and new situations. As a 
result of this effort, she was enrolled in a 
bookkeeping course at COPE Vocational In
stitute and recently landed a job as a book
keeper. 

• Thirty year old Rachel's divorce two 
years ago drastically changed her life. Forced 
to subsist on welfare, her problems were 
compounded by a feeling of isolation and 
loneliness. Caring for her 3 year old daughter 
also became difficult under those circumstan
ces. Her counselors assisted her in establish
ing benchmarks for her life, including at
tending to the needs of her daughter and 
ultimately toward a career decision. Today 
she is functioning much better. 

Rachel and Shirley represent a growing 
number of women in the Orthodox Jewish 
community who are faced with similar prob
lems. The Fresh Start Training Program has 
provided them with a place where they could 
understand themselves, with the confidence 

that the person behind the desk is interested 
in their welfare. The Agudath Israel program 
has been widely acclaimed in the community 
as having come to grips with an enormous 
need. To date, Fresh Start has placed nearly 
300 women in jobs, and 200 are enrolled in 
skills training programs. 

In analyzing the success of the agency, 
Miss Schmookler stresses that "the fact that 
women are able to relate to our counselors 
because they are of similar background is 
important. The empathy and the commit
ment toward confidentiality are other factors 
that have contributed to the enormous confi
dence that women have in this program. The 
fact that it is an Agudath Israel agency that is 
providing this service is yet an additional 
caveat toward instilling confidence in women, 
who might otherwise not seek any assist~ 
ance." 

e: SHELLY 
::; LADli 
- ll'thestra = 438-3402 

. . • • . . . : . 

. . . • 

t:l"i10 r1i~~n'i t~iO 
CENTER FOR TEACHER TRAINING 

Brooklyn, New York 

A group of Kolle! Talmedei Chachomim, offers you lectures by leading Roshei Ye· 
dedicated to the pursuit of a life career in shiva and nightly courses given by out· 
Harbotzas Hatorah, are being afforded the standing Mechanchim. The Center equips 
opportunity of professional preparation in teachers with the proper professional ex· 
all areas of teaching skills. While continuing pertise necessary to face challenges, both 
to learn in your Kolle! by day, the Center in the classroom and in the community. 

Today, as never before, Kial Yisroel desperately needs qualified Bnai Torah to build and staff Yeshiva High 
Schools nationwide, and to help fill the great need in Yeshivos and Day Schools throughout the country. 

Fellowships are available to qualified Bnai Torah accepted into the program. 
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For further information, call: 

Rabbi Raphael B. Butler 
(212) 849·9383 

(out-of.town-call collect) 
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AGUDATH ISRAEL WARNS 
MOTORISTS ON ORGAN 

DONORSHIP 
Orthodox Jews were warned against check

ing off a new item on 1981 New York State 
drivers licenses on organ donation pledges, in 
a statement by Professor Aaron Twerski, 
chairman of the Commission on Legislation 
and Civic Action of Agudath Israel of Amer
ica. The New York State Department of 
Motor Vehicles has announced that it will 
include such an option on New York State 
licenses beginning in 1981 as a result of a 
New York State law, passed in 1975, and 
subsequent court orders. While the State 
delayed the implementation and instead is
sued a separate card, the Department of 
Motor Vehicles has now agreed to proceed 
with this new provision. 

The statement by the head of the Agudath 
Israel Commission stressed that the law on 
organ donors hip was intended to make it eas
ier for drivers to will their organs in a tragic 
eventuality, but in no way was this law 
"mandatory." It recognizes that there are 
religious and ethical objections to posthum
ous removal of any organ. Motorists were 
warned to read their new drivers license care
fully so that they do not accidental1y checkoff 
the provision on organ donorship. 

Agudath Israel had also taken up this issue 
at the highest level in Washington when the 
White House had considered putting its 
weight behind this effort to influence Ameri
cans to sign pledges on organ donors hip. Dur
ing this effort, the revered Rabbi Moshe 
Feinstein, chairman of the Moelus Gedolei 
Ha Torah (Council of Torah Sages) of Agudath 
Israel, released a halachic missive against 
blanket organ donorship pledges. In a similar 
development, Agudath Israel continues its 
vigilance against efforts to define a time of 
death which is not in accordance with hafocha. 

THE WORLD FAMOUS 
DIGEST OF MEFORSHIM 

,~,v' 'll'l::i ,~,v' 
7"lT iYU7N: 7N:17.)Tl) 'i l"i1ii17.) 

Available at 
LEKUTEI INC. 
cl o I. Rosenberg 

10 West 47th Street, Room 702 
New York, N.Y. 10036 

20 Volumes on Torah, Perek, 
Medrash, Megilos and Talmud. 

Proceeds of sales distributed among 
Yeshivos and used for reprinting 

of volumes out-of-print 
PRICE S6 PER VOLUME 

'--~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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1,000 IN PIRCHEI AGUDA TH ISRAEL TORAH PROJECT 

A Torah project which involved more than 
1000 youngsters as well as large numbers of 
parents and teachers throughout the United 
States ended this month with a huge celebra
tion in the Agudath Israel Center of 14th 
Avenue in Boro Park. The event, sponsored 
by Pirchei Agudath Israel of America, was 
labeled a "Four-in-One" party to highlight 
the four unique Torah projects which were 
being celebrated at the festivities. 250 child
ren from Lakewood, Elizabeth, Adelphia, 
North Bergen, Orange, Monsey, Philadel
phia and all sections of New York City, 
marked the culmination of the nationwide 
Torah contest on Kedushas Shabbo5, Mishnayos 
Bifnim, and Hasmodoh contests, in addition to 
award ceremonies to five outstanding Torah 
educators. 

•In the Kedushas Shabbos contest, young
sters were encouraged to spend the long 
Shabbos afternoon during the Spring months 
(1980) studying Torah on their own. The 
results; yeshiva children learned between 10 

and 150 hours each during the 8 week contest 
period. Some 60 youngsters topped the 50 

hour mark. 
• The results of the Hasmodoh contest, 

which gives recognition to independent study 
during the Yomim Tovim, were some 10,000 

All Seforim reviewed in 
THE JEWISH 

OBSERVER 
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hours of independent Torah study accumu
lated by youngsters throughout the country. 
Pirchei Agudath Israel's Mishnayos Bifnim 
(from the text rather than by heart) saw the 
youngsters range between 500 and 2,200 

Mishnayos each. 
Rabbi Moshe Newmann, the Menahel of 

Bais Yaakov of Queens, and Mr. David 
Scheinfeld, the sponsor of the contest and the 
special awards for Torah educators, spoke at 
the New York celebrations, as did Rabbi 
Joshua Silbermintz, national director of Pir
chei Agudath Israel. Similar festivities took 
place in Toronto and Baltimore. 

• Pirchei Agudath Israel also honored five 
rabbeim (Torah educators) for their outstand
ing efforts in teaching Torah to youngsters. 
The program, which is sponsored by attorney 
David Scheinfeld, has now bestowed such 
honors on 22 Tor ah teachers, each of whom 
received a plaque and $500 in cash awards. 
Nominations for the awards were solicited 
through principals, Roshei Yeshivas, and the 
administration of yeshivas. The rablieim were 
judged for methodology and involvement 
with their students. Ths year's awardees 
were Rabbis Shimon Goldstein, Z. Quinn, 
Yisroel Gelbwachs, Zalman Dachs, and Mor
dechai Feder. 

THE GATEWAY 
TO LEARNING 

A systematic Introduction 
to the study of Talmud 

By EHahu Krupnick 

concise guidelines to 
nelp the student understand 
the history, structure and key 

expressions of the G'mara. 
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RABBI SHACH TO FRENCH 
ORTHODOXY: UNITE BEHIND 

AGUDA TH ISRAEL 
PARIS. A strong appeal to the Orthodox Jew
ish community in France to unite behind the 
Agudath Israel movement was made by the 
revered head of the Ponovez Yeshiva in Bnei 
Brak, Rabbi Eliezer Shach. In a letter to the 
rabbinic and lay leadership of the French 
Orthodox community, the leader of the 
Moelzes Gedolei HaTomh of Agudath Israel 
urges the community to unite behind Agu
dath Israel as a means of strengthening 
Torah in the European country. 

In his letter, the famed international Torah 
scholar writes: "Experience has shown that in 
each place where Agudath Israel was estab
lished Judaism flourishe.d and it also resulted 
in the growth of yeshivos and Beth Jacob 
institutions which succeeded in planting gen
erations of G-d fearing Jews." 

Rabbi Shach also alluded to the new efforts 
by the Agudath Israel World Organization 
under its chairman, Rabbi Moshe Sherer, to 
establish new Agudath Israel branches 
throughout Europe. He adds: "Since Agudath 
Israel resolved to expand its network of 
branches throughout the world, I urge you to 
join in this effort for the honor of Torah. 
Everyone for whom the fear of G-d is close to 
his heart has the obligation to join and to 
unite under the flag of Agudath Israel which 
was established by the Torah giants of the 
past generation." 

A similar appeal was made by Rabbi Leib 
Gurewitz, Rosh Yeshiva of Gateshead and 
European member of the Moetzes Gedolei 
Ha Torah, who added: "The establishment of 
Agudath Israel is important since it keeps a 
constant vigil over the interests of Torah 
Jews." 

The effort in France was stepped up by the 
European office of Agudath Israel in Zurich, 
headed by Rabbi Baruch Miller, following a 
successful whirlwind tour of France by Rabbi 
Sherer. 
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AGUDATH ISRAEL CHIZUK PROGRAM llELPS RETURNING BAALEI TESHUV A 

A growing number of banlei leshuva, edu
cated in special yeshivas in Israel, are receiv
ing assistance in readjusting to American life 
through Chizuk (The Torah Link), an agency 
of the recently reorganized New York Office 
of the Agudath Israel World Organization. 
The decision to create such an agency was 
adopted at last year's Sixth Knessia Gedolah, 
World Congress of Agudath Israel, which 
took place in Jerusalem. Chizuk's program 
includes providing adult Tor ah education on 
all levels of Jewish study, individual counsel
ing, "chavrusahs," home hospitality, social 
services and a host of other important 
services. 

According to Rabbi David Goldwasser, 
project director of Chizuk, the agency has (as 
of February 15) followed up on 25 such baalei 
leshuva since It was launched on October 13th. 
In addition, it is in the midst of assisting some 
35 Jews who wish to become baalei teshuva. It 
has received more than 100 inquiries as a 
result of a series of ads which appeared in 
New York dailies inviting Jews to inquire 
about Jewish education programs or other 
questions pertaining to Judaism. One of the 
ads read, "A hotline to Jud<iism. Would you 
like some honest answers to questions about 
Judaism? Are you searching for a place to 
continue your Jewish studies on your own 
level? Would you like to participate in a uni
que Sabbath experience in a beautiful rural 
area less than one hour from New York 
City?" The response to this Jewish hotline 
was enormous and Chizuk is now following 
up on these inquiries. 

The Chizuk program has particularly had 
an impact on many young college aged Jews. 
To Arnold, a 26 year old Columbia University 
student, Chizuk has become a place to become 
acquainted with his Jewish heritage. Arnold's 
previous exPerience in Jewis education was 
limited to a three year stint at a Talmud 
Torah prior to his bar mitzva. His mother is 
Jewish and while his father is not, Arnold is 
seeking to become closer to his heritage. He 
has spent numerous hours in discussion with 
the Chizuk staff. 

For Jack, a 23 year old Queens College 
photo journalist student from Great Neck, 
the Chizuk encounter was by accident. Jack 
was preparing an article on the Teshuva 
movement without anticipating that as part 
of his assignment he would interview the 
Chizuk staff. Jack found himself asking ques
tions about Judaism that had more relevance 
to himself than to the article. After spending 
a Shabbos in an Orthodox Jewish community, 
Jack is now considering enrolling in a yeshiva. 

Jerold, also a Queens College student, 
visited Chizuk at the prodding of his girl 
friend Helen. He had become a "Messianic 
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Jew" and was convinced that he found the 
"true" form of Judaism. After coming with a 
stack of books in hope of persuading the 
Chizuk staff that his way of life was correct, 
Jerold is now a client of Chizuk and well on 
his way toward becoming a baa/ teshuva. 

Despite Chizuk's involvement with many 
Jews who seek to become baalei teshuva, its 
primary function is to assist returning baalei 
teshuva. In a recent letter, Michael from Cali
fornia points out, ''Although readjusting to 
American life was at times difficult, I will 
always regard my days in the yeshiva in Israel 
as the 'golden era' of my life, and I will always 
feel gratitude towards my morim at the yeshiva 
and all who made that experience possible." 
Michael goes on to plead with Chizuk to 
establish shiurim for him in the remote town 
in Middle America that he is presently living 
in. 

Chizuk even received a frantic letter from a 
parent who learned about the Agudath Israel 
World Organization's project. She writes, "I 
am crying out for your help. Jack returned 
from Israel after spending almost two years 
there. He returned ultra-religious. We are 
not, nor do we care to be. He is trying to 
shove religion down our throats. The friction 
in this house is unbearable. I want to relocate 
my 21 year old Jack to New York imme
diately, if not sooner." 

Chizuk Convenes Heads of Israeli 
and U.S. Baal Teshuva Yeshivas 

A broad range of programs to accelerate 
activities to attract estranged American Jew
ish youth to Judaism, as well as build bridges 
between these efforts in Israel and the United 
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States, were mapped out at a conference of 
representatives of the leading Baal Teshuva 
yeshivos in Israel and the United States, held 
in New York under the auspices of Chizuk. 

The meeting was attended by Rabbi Men
del Weinbach (Ohr Someach, Jerusalem), 
Rabbi Aryeh Carmel (D'var Yerushalayim, 
Jerusalem), Rabbi Yisroel Rokowsky and 
Rabbi Leib Trapper (Ohr Someach, Monsey), 
Rabbi Menachem Kessen and Rabbi Chaim 
Friedman (D'var Yerushalayim, New York), 
Rabbi Shmuel Brazil, Rabbi Adonia Kramer 
and Rabbi Yehoshua Kurland (Sh'or Yaa
shuv, New York), and members of the Amer
ican committee of Chizuk. 

As a result of this conference, the working 
arrangement between Chizuk and the Baal 
Teshuva yeshivos was strengthened and new 
opportunities will now be opened towards 
helping larger numbers of young Jewish 
adults return to their roots through reach 
out services and Torah study groups. 
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KARKA IN ISRAEL 
Take advantage ot the opportunity 
to purchase cemetery plots in 
Eretz Yisroel in Mifgash Shimshon 
near Yerushalayim through our 
newly established 
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